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Come Sundown
Nora Roberts
The #1 New York Times bestseller now available in paperback.
A saga of love, family ties, and twisted passions from the #1 New York Times
bestselling author of The Obsession…

FICTION / ROMANCE /
SUSPENSE
St. Martin's Griffin | 4/24/2018
9781250123084 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 400 pages | Carton Qty: 16
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Writers House
Translation Rights: Writers House
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250123077
Ebook ISBN: 9781250123107

MARKETING

Online Publicity
National Print Advertising
National Online Advertising
Blog Outreach
Online Promotion
Email Marketing Campaign
Social Media Campaign
HeroesandHeartbreakers.com Promotion
Visit noraroberts.com
Visit fallintothestory.com
Active on Facebook:
Facebook.com/noraroberts, 638K

A L S O AVA I L A B L E

The Bodine ranch and resort in western Montana is a family business, an idyllic
spot for vacationers. A little over thirty thousand acres and home to four
generations, it’s kept running by Bodine Longbow with the help of a large staff,
including new hire Callen Skinner. There was another member of the family
once: Bodine’s aunt, Alice, who ran off before Bodine was born. She never
returned, and the Longbows don’t talk about her much. The younger ones, who
never met her, quietly presume she’s dead. But she isn’t. She is not far away,
part of a new family, one she never chose—and her mind has been shattered…
When a bartender leaves the resort late one night, and Bo and Cal discover her
battered body in the snow, it’s the first sign that danger lurks in the mountains
that surround them. The police suspect Cal, but Bo finds herself trusting
him—and turning to him as another woman is murdered and the Longbows are
stunned by Alice’s sudden reappearance. The twisted story she has to tell about
the past—and the threat that follows in her wake—will test the bonds of this
strong family, and thrust Bodine into a darkness she could never have imagined.
PRAISE

“Roberts always tells a good story that balances romance and suspense, but in this
title, the narrative is deeper, the mystery is more layered, and with Alice, Roberts
moves into another level of exploring physical and emotional trauma and the
powerful balm of family and love. [Roberts] is moving into more complex and
darker storytelling, to terrific effect.” —Kirkus Starred Review
"With its take-no-guff heroine, who understands the importance of family and
friends, and a compelling plot peppered with domestic details and composed of
equal measures of spine-tingling suspense and sexy romance, this is quintessential
Roberts."—Booklist Rave Revi...
NORA ROBERTS is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of more than 200 novels, including
Come Sundown, The Obsession, The Liar, The Collector, Whiskey Beach, and many more. She is
also the author of the bestselling In Death series written under the pen name J.D. Robb. There are
more than 500 million copies of her books in print. She lives in Keedysville, MD.

Irish Thoroughbred
3/2018 | 9781250162632
Hardcover | $20.00 / $26.00 Can.
Year One: Chronicles of the One, Book 1
12/2017 | 9781250122957
Hardcover | $27.99 / $36.00 Can.
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The Glass Room
A Vera Stanhope Mystery
Ann Cleeves
From CWA Diamond Dagger Award winner Ann Cleeves comes
The Glass Room, the fifth book in the Vera Stanhope series.
Published for the first time in the US.
“I do love Vera!” —Val McDermid
“Ann Cleeves is one of my favorite mystery writers! I relish learning more
about Vera with each book.”—Louise Penney, New York Times Bestselling
author of the Inspector Gamache series
F I C T I O N / M YS T E RY &
DETECTIVE / WOMEN SLEUTHS
Minotaur Books | 4/24/2018
9781250135728 | $16.99
Trade Paperback | 384 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Macmillan UK
Translation Rights: John Hawkins & Associates
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250107367
Audio ISBN: 9781427288578
Ebook ISBN: 9781250107374
Audio ISBN: 9781427288585

DI Vera Stanhope is not one to make friends easily, but her hippy neighbors keep
her well-supplied in homebrew and conversation, and somehow bonds have
formed. When one of them goes missing, Vera tracks the young woman down to
the Writer’s House, a country retreat where aspiring authors work on their
stories. Things get complicated when a body is discovered, and Vera’s neighbor
is found with a knife in her hand.
Calling in the team, Vera knows that she should hand the case over. She’s too
close to the main suspect. But the investigation is too tempting, and she’s never
been one to follow the rules. Somewhere there is a killer who has taken murder
off the page and is making it real . . .
PRAISE

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Goodreads Promotion
Library Marketing Campaign
Online Publicity

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
Hidden Depths: A Vera Stanhope Mystery
1/2018 | 9781250135179
Trade Paperback | $16.99
The Seagull: A Vera Stanhope Mystery
9/2017 | 9781250124869
Hardcover | $25.99
The Moth Catcher: A Vera Stanhope Mystery
9/2017 | 9781250144690
Trade Paperback | $16.99

“Cleeves offers up evocative settings and flawed characters with depth, making her
mysteries wonderfully addictive. Her latest is no exception.” —Library Journal
(Starred Review) on Harbour Street
“Winning. It is Stanhope herself—a homely, overweight spinster with blotchy skin,
a fondness for alcohol, and a toxic personality—who, using intuition and subtle
intimidation, brings all the disorganization to an illogical but satisfying
conclusion.” —Publishers Weekly on Silent Voices
ANN CLEEVES writes two series of traditional mysteries. The Vera Stanhope books have been
made into the hit series Vera starring Brenda Blethyn and is available in the U.S. through Amazon,
Hulu, and the Acorn Channel. The Shetland novels are being filmed by the BBC and are titled
Shetland. They are available in the U.S. on Netflix, Amazon Video, and PBS. In 2017, Ann was
awarded the CWA Diamond Dagger Award. She lives in England.
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The Glass Room
A Vera Stanhope Mystery
Ann Cleeves
From CWA Diamond Dagger Award winner Ann Cleeves comes
The Glass Room, the fifth book in the Vera Stanhope series.
Published for the first time in the US.
“I do love Vera!” —Val McDermid
“Ann Cleeves is one of my favorite mystery writers! I relish learning more
about Vera with each book.”—Louise Penney, New York Times Bestselling
author of the Inspector Gamache series
F I C T I O N / M YS T E RY &
DETECTIVE / WOMEN SLEUTHS
Minotaur Books | 4/24/2018
9781250107367 | $27.99
Hardcover Reinforced Library Binding | 384
pages | Carton Qty: 20
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Macmillan UK
Translation Rights: John Hawkins & Associates
Other Available Formats:
Trade Paperback ISBN: 9781250135728
Audio ISBN: 9781427288578
Ebook ISBN: 9781250107374
Audio ISBN: 9781427288585

DI Vera Stanhope is not one to make friends easily, but her hippy neighbors keep
her well-supplied in homebrew and conversation, and somehow bonds have
formed. When one of them goes missing, Vera tracks the young woman down to
the Writer’s House, a country retreat where aspiring authors work on their
stories. Things get complicated when a body is discovered, and Vera’s neighbor
is found with a knife in her hand.
Calling in the team, Vera knows that she should hand the case over. She’s too
close to the main suspect. But the investigation is too tempting, and she’s never
been one to follow the rules. Somewhere there is a killer who has taken murder
off the page and is making it real . . .
PRAISE

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Promotion with Acorn TV
Outreach to public television stations
airing Vera
Library Marketing Campaign
Online Publicity

“Cleeves offers up evocative settings and flawed characters with depth, making her
mysteries wonderfully addictive. Her latest is no exception.” —Library Journal
(Starred Review) on Harbour Street
“Winning. It is Stanhope herself—a homely, overweight spinster with blotchy skin,
a fondness for alcohol, and a toxic personality—who, using intuition and subtle
intimidation, brings all the disorganization to an illogical but satisfying
conclusion.” —Publishers Weekly on Silent Voices
ANN CLEEVES writes two series of traditional mysteries. The Vera Stanhope books have been
made into the hit series Vera starring Brenda Blethyn and is available in the U.S. through Amazon,
Hulu, and the Acorn Channel. The Shetland novels are being filmed by the BBC and are titled
Shetland. They are available in the U.S. on Netflix, Amazon Video, and PBS. In 2017, Ann was
awarded the CWA Diamond Dagger Award. She lives in England.
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Old School
Life in the Sane Lane
Bill O'Reilly and Bruce Feirstein
Old School is in session....
You have probably heard the term Old School, but what you might not know is
that there is a concentrated effort to tear that school down.
It’s a values thing. The anti–Old School forces believe the traditional way of
looking at life is oppressive. Not inclusive. The Old School way may harbor
microaggressions. Therefore, Old School philosophy must be diminished.
POLITICAL SCIENCE /
C O M M E N TA RY & O P I N I O N
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/1/2018
9781250188694 | $15.99 / $20.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 192 pages | Carton Qty: 40
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Includes black-and-white photographs and
illustrations throughout
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250135797
Ebook ISBN: 9781250135803
Audio ISBN: 9781427291677
Audio ISBN: 9781427291684

Those crusading against Old School now have a name: Snowflakes. You may
have seen them on cable TV whining about social injustice and income
inequality. You may have heard them cheering Bernie Sanders as he suggested
the government pay for almost everything. The Snowflake movement is proud
and loud, and they don’t like Old School grads.
So where are you in all this?
Did you get up this morning knowing there are mountains to climb—and
deciding how you are going to climb them? Do you show up on time? Do you
still bend over to pick up a penny? If so, you’re Old School.
Or did you wake up whining about safe spaces and trigger warnings? Do you
feel marginalized by your college’s mascot? Do you look for something to get
outraged about, every single day, so you can fire off a tweet defending your
exquisitely precious sensibilities? Then you’re a Snowflake.
This book will explain the looming confrontation so even the ladies on The View
can understand it.
Time to take a stand. Old School or Snowflake. Which will it be?
Bill O’Reilly is a trailblazing TV journalist who has experienced unprecedented success on cable
news and in writing thirteen national number-one bestselling nonfiction books. There are currently
more than 17 million books in the Killing series in print. He lives on Long Island.
Bruce Feirstein is a screenwriter of the James Bond films GoldenEye, Tomorrow Never Dies, and
The World Is Not Enough and the New York Times bestselling author of Real Men Don’t Eat Quiche.
He has written for The New York...
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The Breakdown
The 2017 Gripping Thriller from the Bestselling Author of
Behind Closed Doors
B. A. Paris
The next chilling, propulsive novel from the NYT and USA
Today bestselling author of Behind Closed Doors.
If you can’t trust yourself, who can you trust?

FICTION / THRILLERS /
P S YC H O L O G I C A L
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/22/2018
9781250179838 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 352 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W

Cass is having a hard time since the night she saw the car in the woods, on the
winding rural road, in the middle of a downpour, with the woman sitting
inside—the woman who was killed. She’s been trying to put the crime out of her
mind; what could she have done, really? It’s a dangerous road to be on in the
middle of a storm. Her husband would be furious if he knew she’d broken her
promise not to take that shortcut home. And she probably would only have been
hurt herself if she’d stopped.

Subrights: UK: Harlequin UK/MIRA
Translation: Darley Anderson Agency

But since then, she’s been forgetting every little thing: where she left the car, if
she took her pills, the alarm code, why she ordered a pram when she doesn’t
have a baby.

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250122469
Ebook ISBN: 9781250122483
Audio ISBN: 9781427286710
Audio ISBN: 9781427286703

The only thing she can’t forget is that woman, the woman she might have saved,
and the terrible nagging guilt.
Or the silent calls she’s receiving, or the feeling that someone’s watching her….

MARKETING

Online Publicity
Broadcast Advertising
Online Advertising
Early Reader Review Campaign
Book Club Outreach
Email Marketing Campaign
Social Media Campaign
Blog Outreach

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
Behind Closed Doors
3/2019 | 9781250122155
Mass Market | $9.99 / $12.99 Can.
Bring Me Back: A Novel
6/2018 | 9781250151339
Hardcover | $26.99 / $34.99 Can.

PRAISE

Praise for Behind Closed Doors:
“A hair-raising debut...both unsettling and addictive.” —Mary Kubica, New York
Times and USA Today bestselling author of The Good Girl
“This is one readers won’t be able to put down.” —Booklist (starred review)
“A frighteningly cool portrait of a serious sadist, Behind Closed Doors is a
gripping, claustrophobia-inducing thriller.” —Romantic Times
B.A. PARIS is the New York Time, USA Today, and internationally bestselling author of Behind
Closed Doors and The Breakdown. She grew up in England but has spent most of her adult life in
France. She has worked both in finance and as a teacher and has five daughters.

Behind Closed Doors: A Novel
7/2017 | 9781250132369
Trade Paperback | $16.99 / $22.99 Can.
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Glass Houses
A Novel
Louise Penny
The new Chief Inspector Gamache novel from the #1 New York
Times bestselling author.
When a mysterious figure appears on the village green on a cold November day
in Three Pines, Armand Gamache, now Chief Superintendent of the Sûreté du
Québec, knows something is seriously wrong. Yet he does nothing. Legally,
what can he do? Only watch and wait. And hope his mounting fears are not
realized.
F I C T I O N / M YS T E RY &
DETECTIVE / TRADITIONAL
Minotaur Books | 5/1/2018
9781250066299 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 416 pages | Carton Qty: 20
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W | 1 lb Wt
Subrights: UK Rights: Sphere/Little Brown, UK
Translation Rights: Teresa Chris Literary Agency
Other Available Formats:
Mass Market ISBN: 9781250181589
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250066190
Audio ISBN: 9781427287397
Ebook ISBN: 9781466873681

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Author Tour
National Print Advertising Campaign
Extensive Online Advertising Campaign
Promotion on www.GamacheSeries.com
Email Marketing Campaign
Author Website: www.LouisePenny.com
Author Facebook:
www.facebook.com/louisepennyauthor

From the moment its shadow falls over Three Pines, Gamache suspects the
creature has deep roots and a dark purpose. When it suddenly vanishes and a
body is discovered, it falls to Gamache to discover if a debt has been paid or
levied.
In the early days of the investigation into the murder, and months later, as the
trial for the accused begins in a Montreal courtroom on a steamy day in July, the
Chief Superintendent continues to struggle with actions he’s set in motion, from
which there is no going back. “This case began in a higher court,” he tells the
judge, “and it’s going to end there.”
And regardless of the trial’s outcome, he must face his own conscience.
In her latest utterly gripping book, number-one New York Times bestselling
author Louise Penny shatters the conventions of the crime novel to explore what
Gandhi called the court of conscience. A court that supersedes all others.
PRAISE

"You won't want Louise Penny's latest to end....Any plot summary of Penny’s
novels inevitably falls short of conveying the dark magic of this series. No other
writer, no matter what genre they work in, writes like Penny....It takes nerve and
skill — as well as heart — to write mysteries like this.” —The Washington Post
“Outstanding....On all counts, ‘Glass Houses’ succeeds brilliantly." —The Seattle
Times

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
A Great Reckoning: A Novel
5/2017 | 9781250022110
Trade Paperback | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
The Nature of the Beast: A Chief Inspector
Gamache Novel
7/2016 | 9781250022103
Trade Paperback | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
The Long Way Home: A Chief Inspector
Gamache Novel
7/2015 | 9781250022059
T d P
b k | $16 99 / $23 99 C

“A meticulously built mystery that follows a careful ascent toward a breaking
point that will leave you breathless. It’s Three Pines as you have never seen it
before.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)
LOUISE PENNY is the author of the #1 New York Times and Globe and Mail bestselling series of
Chief Inspector Armand Gamache novels. She has won numerous awards, including a CWA Dagger
and the Agatha Award (six times), and was a finalist for the Edgar Award for Best Novel. In 2017,
she received the Order of Canada for her contributions to Canadian culture. Louise lives in a small
village south of Montréal.
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Tom Clancy's Op-Center: For
Honor
Created by Tom Clancy and Steve Pieczenik, Written by Jeff
Rovin
In this chilling new thriller in the New York Times bestselling
series, simmering tensions threaten to ignite when a silo of
Cold War missiles surfaces in the Middle East.

FICTION / THRILLERS
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/1/2018
9781250183019 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 352 pages
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: William Morris Endeavor
Translation Rights: William Morris Endeavor
Other Available Formats:
Audio ISBN: 9781427296269
Audio ISBN: 9781427296276

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Online Advertising
Early Reader Review Campaign
Social Media Campaign
Email Marketing Campaign
Ebook Downprice Promotion
Library Marketing Campaign
Promotion on CriminalElement.com

In 1962, at the height of the Cold War, the Soviet Union sent a convoy of
nuclear missiles to Cuba. The crisis that followed almost triggered World War
III. However, while all eyes were on the Caribbean, not all of the missiles were
sent to Cuba. Several ships slipped from the flotilla and headed for a fishing
village in a remote, frigid, northeastern Soviet frontier. There, a silo was
constructed not far from Alaska.
More than sixty years later, that silo and its lethal contents are intact. Now,
Iranian scientists team with a Russian agent and his estranged, arms-smuggling
father to bring those missiles to Tehran. When an intel officer at Op Center starts
picking up hints of the deal, the government’s off-the-grid unit must track the
unknown actors – and try to decide whether they can count on data provided by
an Iranian defector, a man who has more at stake than anyone realizes.
At the same time, Op-Center sends a lone agent to Havana to try and find an
aging revolutionary, a woman, who may hold the key to pinpointing the location
of the silo.
Complicating matters is a turf war between Op Center, the White House, and the
FBI that threatens to compromise the investigation…as the time to act grows
perilously short.
PRAISE

“Suspenseful…An Op-Center book is always a master class in military acronyms
and hardware…the simple hostage situations keep the tension cranked high and
will satisfy Clancy fans old and new.” —Publishers Weekly on Dark Zone

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
Tom Clancy's Op-Center: Into the Fire: A
Novel
5/2016 | 9781250092106
Mass Market | $9.99 / $13.99 Can.
Tom Clancy's Op-Center: Out of the Ashes
5/2015 | 9781250066701
Mass Market | $9.99 / $11.99 Can.

“A top-notch military thriller, combining politics, suspense, and action. Couch and
Galdorisi continue to make the Clancy brand shine.” —Booklist on Into the Fire
“With intricate plotting, plenty of action, and characters – even villains – that are
more than cardboard cutouts, Tom Clancy’s OpCenter: Into the Fire is definitely a
book that will leave you sleep-deprived.” —Defense Media Network on Into the Fire

1/0001 | 9781250130259

JEFF ROVIN is the author of more than 150 books, fiction and nonfiction, both under his own
name, under various pseudonyms, or as a ghostwriter, including numerous New York Times
bestsellers and over a dozen of the original Tom Clancy’s Op-Center novels.
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It's Always the Husband
A Novel
Michele Campbell
A suspenseful novel about the troubled friendship among three
women and the aftermath when one of them is found dead.
Kate, Aubrey, and Jenny. They first met as college roommates and soon became
inseparable, even though they are as different as three women can be. Twenty
years later, one of them is standing at the edge of a bridge, and someone else is
urging them to jump.
How did things come to this?
F I C T I O N / C O N T E M P O R A RY
WOMEN
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/1/2018
9781250081810 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 336 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W

As the novel cuts back and forth between their college years and their adult
years, you see the exact reasons why these women love and hate each
other—but can feelings that strong lead to murder? Or will everyone assume, as
is often the case, that it’s always the husband?

Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press

PRAISE

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250081803
Ebook ISBN: 9781250081827
Audio ISBN: 9781427286147
Audio ISBN: 9781427286154

“A page-turning whodunnit that will speak to anyone who’s ever had a frenemy.”
—Ruth Ware, bestselling author of The Woman in Cabin Ten and In a Dark, Dark
Wood
“Secrets and scandals in an ivy league setting. What could be more riveting?
Michele Campbell’s novel is a page-turning Peyton Place.” —Tess Gerritsen, #1
bestselling author

MARKETING

Online Publicity
National Advertising Campaign
Reading Group Gold Selection
Book Club Outreach
Email Marketing Campaign
Social Media Campaign
Author Website: michelecampbell.com

“A brilliant, twisting read that kept me guessing until the final page. A roller
coaster friendship among three college roommates ends in murder years later–
unless the husband did it. I read my eyes out!” —Janet Evanovich, #1 bestselling
author
A graduate of Harvard University and Stanford Law School, MICHELE CAMPBELL worked at a
prestigious Manhattan law firm before spending eight years fighting crime as a federal prosecutor in
New York City.
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The Vanishing American Adult
Our Coming-of-Age Crisis--and How to Rebuild a Culture of
Self-Reliance
Ben Sasse
Senator Ben Sasse's instant New York Times bestseller on how
to raise resilient, responsible children.
In an age of safe spaces, trigger warnings, and political upheaval, America's kids
are not alright.

POLITICAL SCIENCE /
C O M M E N TA RY & O P I N I O N
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/29/2018
9781250181206 | $17.99 / $25.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 336 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250114402
Ebook ISBN: 9781250114419
Audio ISBN: 9781427283092
Audio ISBN: 9781427283108

Many of the coming-of-age rituals that have defined the American experience
since the Founding—learning the value of work, leaving home to start a family,
becoming economically self-reliant—are being delayed or skipped entirely. The
statistics are daunting: a third of all 18- to 34-year-olds live with their parents
and most kids over 13 are spending more than 60 percent of their waking hours
consuming media.
From these various phenomena, U.S. senator Ben Sasse of Nebraska, who as
president of a Midwestern college observed the trials of this generation up close,
sees an existential threat to the American way of life.

MARKETING

In The Vanishing American Adult, Sasse diagnoses the reasons that this
generation can't grow up and offers a path for raising children to become active,
engaged citizens. He identifies core experiences for all young people to pursue
and parents to encourage—hard work to appreciate the benefits of labor, travel
to understand deprivation and want, building a personal library for exposure to
new ideas, and nurturing physical health to develop discipline.

National Print Publicity
National Broadcast Publicity
Online Publicity
Organizational Outreach
Author on Twitter: @bensasse (180K
followers)

Our democracy depends on responsible, contributing adults to function properly.
A call to arms, The Vanishing American Adult will ignite a crucial debate about
the link between the way we're raising our children and the future of our
country.
PRAISE

"Sasse's belief that meaningful work gives life purpose, grounded as it is in ancient
philosophy and lived experience, is hard to argue with." —The Weekly Standard
"If you want to raise a healthy and happy family in a rapidly changing world,
[The Vanishing American Adult] will provide you with copious notes and ideas...
Ultimately, this book has the potential to do what so few books can promise: make
you a better person." —The Daily Beast
U.S. Senator Ben Sasse is a fifth-generation Nebraskan. He attended public school in Fremont, Neb.,
and spent his summers working soybean and corn fields. He was recruited to wrestle at Harvard
before attending Oxford and later earning a Ph.D. in American history from Yale. Sasse spent five
years as president of Midland University back in his hometown. Ben and his wife, Melissa, live in
Nebraska but are homeschooling their three children as they commute weekly back and forth to
Washington, DC.
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The Book of Summer
A Novel
Michelle Gable
“Michelle Gable has moved in on [Elin] Hilderbrand’s home turf
with a humorous and smartly written story of two generations
of love and vacations.” —Wall Street Journal
The ocean, the wild roses on the dunes and the stunning Cliff House, perched
atop a bluff in Sconset, Nantucket. Inside the faded pages of the Cliff House
guest book live the spellbinding stories of its female inhabitants: from Ruby, a
bright-eyed newlywed on the eve of World War II to her granddaughter Bess,
who returns to the beautiful summer estate.
F I C T I O N / C O N T E M P O R A RY
WOMEN
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/8/2018
9781250137401 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 416 pages | Carton Qty: 20
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK rights: St. Martin's Press
Translations Rights: Irene Goodman Literary
Agency
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250070623
Ebook ISBN: 9781466880955

MARKETING

Online Publicity
Book Club Outreach
Discussion Guide Available Online
Reading Group Gold Selection
Tie-in with hardcover publication of The
Summer I Met Jack, on sale 06/18
Social Media Campaign
Email Marketing Campaign
Author Website: http://michellegable.com/
Active On Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/michellegable
(17,175 followers)
Active on Twitter: https://twitter.com
/MGableWriter
Active on Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/mgablewriter/

For the first time in four years, physician Bess Codman visits the compound her
great-grandparents built almost a century before, but due to erosion, the
once-grand home will soon fall into the sea. Bess must now put aside her
complicated memories in order to pack up the house and deal with her mother, a
notorious town rabble-rouser, who refuses to leave. It’s not just memories of her
family home Bess must face though, but also an old love that might hold new
possibilities.
In the midst of packing Bess rediscovers the forgotten family guest book. Bess’s
grandmother and primary keeper of the book, Ruby, always said Cliff House was
a house of women, and by the very last day of the very last summer at Cliff
House, Bess will understand the truth of her grandmother’s words in ways she
never imagined.
PRAISE

"A sure bet for women's-fiction fans of Elin Hilderbrand." —Booklist
"A splendid multigenerational novel about the strength of the women of Cliff
House." —Publishers Weekly
"Fully rounded characters that readers feel as if they could reach out and touch."
—Richmond Times-Dispatch
"Epitomize[s] the term 'beach read.'" —Coastal Living
"A must for any summer reading list." —The Boston Herald

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
The Summer I Met Jack: A Novel
5/2018 | 9781250103246
Hardcover | $26.99 / $34.99 Can.
I'll See You in Paris: A Novel
4/2017 | 9781250115904
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.

"[A] page-turner." —Fort Worth Star-Telegram
New York Times bestselling author of A Paris Apartment and I’ll See You in Paris, MICHELLE
GABLE graduated from The College of William & Mary. After a twenty-year career in finance, she
now writes full time. Michelle lives in Cardiff-by-the-Sea, California, with her husband, two
daughters, and one lazy cat.
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The Instant Pot® No-Pressure
Cookbook
100 Low-Stress, High-Flavor Recipes
Laurel Randolph
Creative, delicious recipes to revolutionize how you use your
electric pressure cooker!
The Instant Pot® is the latest cooking sensation, but many people are
intimidated by their appliances or simply use them to make the same basic
recipes over and over again. Laurel Randolph, author of the #1 bestselling book
The Instant Pot® Electric Pressure Cooker Cookbook, is about to change that!
COOKING / METHODS / SPECIAL
APPLIANCES
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/1/2018
9781250185587 | $19.99 / $25.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 192 pages | Carton Qty: 28
9.1 in H | 7.5 in W
Includes color photographs throughout
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Online Advertising Campaign
Social Media Outreach
Pre-Publication Promotions at Major
Barbecue Festivals
Clever Cookstr podcast promotion
Cookstr newsletter outreach

Going far beyond soups and stews, The Instant Pot ® No-Pressure Cookbook
introduces readers to the versatility and adaptability of this miraculous kitchen
gadget. The book is filled with recipes that will spice up your cooking, including
dishes inspired by cuisines from around the world like Biryani with Currants and
Cashews, Chorizo Hominy Grits, and Shakshuka with Harissa and Feta. Electric
pressure cooking offers a host of advantages, among them speed, convenience,
flavor, and nutrition. With Laurel’s guidance even Instant Pot ® novices will
soon be whipping up healthy, flavorful meals.
With recipes that cover every meal and food group—from Spiced Banana Steel
Cut Oats and Green Curry with Chicken, Eggplant, and Shishito Peppers to
Vietnamese Brisket Tacos and even Pineapple Rum Mug Cakes—The Instant
Pot ® No-Pressure Cookbook is an indispensable companion to every Instant
Pot®!
Laurel Randolph has been a food writer for ten years and a cook since she was old enough to
properly hold a whisk. She is the bestselling author of The Instant Pot® Electric Pressure Cooker
Cookbook: Easy Recipes for Fast & Healthy Meals. She has written for numerous publications
including The Spruce, Paste Magazine, Serious Eats, and Table Matters. Visit her at
laurelrandolph.com.
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The Greatest Risk
Kristen Ashley
This smoldering hot erotic romance is the final book in the USA
Today bestselling Honey series
A woman unable to connect, struggling to hide another part of her. A man
burning to learn her truth, and make her whole. Through explosive passion and
deep exploration, they are about to take the greatest risk of all. But will they be
able to take that leap, and come out on the other side together? In this next
passionate novel in the Honey series, New York Times bestselling author Kristen
Ashley delivers a stunningly romantic and intensely sexy novel that will stay
with you long after you turn the final page.
PRAISE
FICTION / ROMANCE / EROTICA
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/1/2018
9781250177100 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 512 pages | Carton Qty: 16
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W

“I adore Kristen Ashley’s books. Her stories grab you by the throat from page one
and...continue to dwell in your mind days after you’ve finished the story.” —Maya
Banks, New York Times bestselling author

Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press

“Kristen Ashley captivates.” —Publishers Weekly

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
National Advertising
Blog Outreach
NetGalley Outreach
Early Reader Review Campaign
Email Marketing Campaign
Online Promotion at
HeroesandHeartbreakers.com
SMP Romance Social Media Promotion
Promotion at Romance Conferences
Visit jannamacgregor.com
Active on Facebook:
Facebook.com/JannaMacGregor
Active on Twitter: @JannaMacGregor, 1K

“When you pick up an Ashley book, you know you’re in for plenty of
gut-punching emotion, elaborate family drama and sizzling sex,” —RT Book
Reviews
“Any hopeless romantic would devour everything Kristen Ashley has to offer!” —
Fresh Fiction
“Kristen Ashley books should come with a warning that says, ‘You may become
addicted to KA books.’” —Night Owl Reviews
Kristen Ashley is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of over fifty novels. She
grew up in Indiana, but has lived in Colorado and the West Country of England. Visit her online at
www.KristenAshley.net.

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
The Farthest Edge
6/2017 | 9781250121134
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
The Deep End: The Honey Series
3/2017 | 9781250121110
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
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Cool Smoke
The Art of Great Barbecue
Tuffy Stone
Champion pitmaster Tuffy Stone's complete guide to barbecue,
from smoke to sauce.
Flame, smoke, and meat—these simple elements combine to make delicious
barbecue. Creating the perfect bite of tender, spicy, smoky barbecue is both a
science and an art form, and Tuffy Stone—five time Barbecue World Champion,
host and judge of the television show BBQ Pitmasters, and co-owner of the
award-winning Q Barbecue restaurants—has mastered it.
COOKING / METHODS /
BARBECUE & GRILLING
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/15/2018
9781250137845 | $29.99 / $38.99 Can.
Hardcover | 368 pages | Carton Qty: 8
10 in H | 8 in W
Includes color endpapers plus 210 color
photographs and several line drawings
throughout
Subrights: Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press
UK Rights: St. Martin's Press

MARKETING

Author Appearances
National Broadcast Publicity
National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Major Cross Promotions with Smithfield
Online Advertising Campaign
Extensive Social Media Outreach including
Promotion on the Smithfield Platforms
Pre-Publication Promotions at Major
Barbecue Festivals
Clever Cookstr podcast promotion
Cookstr newsletter outreach

Cool Smoke is the distillation of all his years of experience. From how to choose
the right cooker to preparing the perfect brine, Tuffy provides thorough
directions and creative recipes that will inspire every barbecue lover. The recipes
cover a spectrum of flavors from Smoked Ribs with Cherry Barbecue Sauce to
Dove Breasts with Bacon and Chipotle White Sauce, and even a classic Whole
Hog barbecue. No plate of barbecue is complete without a generous helping of
side dishes, so there are also recipes like Collard Greens with Pepper Relish, and
Pineapple Hot Pot, along with delicious desserts like Frozen Coconut Lime Pie.
For those looking to take on competition circuit themselves, Tuffy offers an
insider look into the world of competition barbeque. From tricks like adding
more flavor to cooked meat before judging or avoiding overset sauce, Tuffy
shares the wealth of wisdom that has made him a Barbecue World Champion
five times over.
With mouthwatering recipes, essential guides to barbecue equipment, and expert
advice, Tuffy Stone’s Cool Smoke is the definitive barbecue book.
TUFFY STONE is a World Record-breaking champion pitmaster, a former Marine, a classicallytrained chef, an acclaimed caterer, and an occasional reality television star. Since he founded Cool
Smoke Barbeque, the team has won hundreds of trophies including over 40 Grand Championships
and five World Grand Championships. Cool Smoke is the only team to have won the Jack Daniel’s
Barbecue World Championship back to back. He was selected to join Destination America’s show
Barbecue Pitmasters, in 2012.
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The Killing School
Inside the World's Deadliest Sniper Program
Brandon Webb with John David Mann
The Killing School brings readers inside the U.S. Naval Special
Warfare (SEAL) Scout/Sniper Course—the grueling
three-month training program that produces the world’s
deadliest snipers.

B I O G R A P H Y & AU TO B I O G R A P H Y
/ M I L I TA RY
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/15/2018
9781250181794 | $17.99 / $23.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 432 pages | Carton Qty: 20
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Includes four black-and-white maps and one
8-page black-and-white photograph section
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250129932
Ebook ISBN: 9781250129949

MARKETING

New in Paperback Mentions
Social Media Promotion
Online Publicity
Promotion on Facebook.com/SOFREP
Promotion on Hurricane Group, Inc.

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
The Making of a Navy SEAL: My Story of
Surviving the Toughest Challenge and
Training the Best
9/2017 | 9781250144430
Trade Paperback | $10.99 / $15.99 Can.
The Red Circle: My Life in the Navy SEAL
Sniper Corps and How I Trained America's
Deadliest Marksmen
7/2014 | 9781250055095
Mass Market | $9.99 / $11.99 Can.

As a SEAL sniper and combat veteran, Brandon Webb was tapped to revamp the
U.S. Naval Special Warfare (SEAL) Scout/Sniper School, incorporating the
latest advances in technology to create an entirely new course that continues to
test even the best warriors. In this revealing new book, Webb takes readers
through every aspect of this training. Trainees learn to utilize every edge
possible to make their shot—from studying crosswinds, barometric pressure,
latitude, and even the rotation of the Earth to becoming ballistic experts. In
addition to marksmanship, each SEAL’s endurance, stealth, and mental and
physical stamina are pushed to the breaking point.
Webb also shows how this training plays out in combat, using real-life exploits
of the world’s top snipers, including Jason Delgado, who made some of the most
remarkable kill shots in the Iraq War and Nicholas Irving, the U.S. Army Ranger
credited with thirty-three kills in a single tour in Afghanistan.
During Webb’s sniper school tenure, the course graduated some of the deadliest
snipers of this generation, including Marcus Luttrell (Lone Survivor), Adam
Brown (Fearless), and Chris Kyle (American Sniper). The Killing School
demonstrates how today’s sniper is trained to function as an entire military
operation rolled into a single individual—an army of one.

PRAISE

"A deeply honest and personal look into what Navy SEAL snipers do for us. . . .
As you read all the real-life accounts in this book you’ll find they feel so honest
and read so well it is hard to put the book down. During Webb’s sniper school
tenure, the course graduated some of the deadliest and most skilled snipers of this
generation, including Adam Brown (Fearless) and Chris Kyle (American Sniper). . .
. The Killing School is a bright window into the shadowy world of our elite
snipers." —Forbes
BRANDON WEBB is the New York Times bestselling author of The Red Circle. A former U.S.
Navy SEAL, he has received numerous distinguished service awards, including the Presidential Unit
Citation. As the founder of Hurricane Group, Inc., he runs the largest military content network on
the internet. Brandon lives in New York and Puerto Rico.
JOHN DAVID MANN is an award-winning author whose titles include the New York Times
bestseller The Red Circle and the international bestseller The Go-Giver.
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The New York Times From
Monday to Friday Crosswords
50 Easy to Hard Puzzles
Edited by Will Shortz
One collection for every difficulty level, labeled by day of the
week!

GAMES & ACTIVITIES /
CROSSWORDS
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/22/2018
9781250181848 | $11.99 / $15.99 Can.
Spiral Bound | 64 pages | Carton Qty: 80
11 in H | 8.5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press

Serious solvers know that the puzzles in The New York Times get harder as the
week goes on. From an easy Monday to a downright difficult Friday puzzle, this
brand new collection is sure to challenge you with each passing day. See how far
you can get!
-50 puzzles from Monday (easy) to Friday (tough!)
-Covered spiral binding for convenient, lay-flat solving
-Edited by the #1 name in crosswords, Will Shortz
WILL SHORTZ, puzzle editor of The New York Times since 1993, also founded and directs the
annual American Crossword Puzzle Tournament and the World Puzzle Championship. He is the
Puzzlemaster for NPR’s “Weekend Edition Sunday.” Shortz lives in Pleasantville, New York.

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Online Promotion with the New York
Times
Author Website: willshortz.com
Active on Facebook:
facebook.com/NewYorkTimesCrosswordPu
(7400 followers)
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The Highway
A Novel
C. J. Box
From The New York Times bestselling author of Blue Heaven
and Badlands comes a gripping thriller.
This reissue is part of the Minotaur Signature Editions program.
When two sisters set out across a remote stretch of Montana road to visit their
friend, little do they know it will be the last time anyone might ever hear from
them again. The girls—and their car—simply vanish.

F I C T I O N / M YS T E RY &
DETECTIVE / POLICE
PROCEDURAL
Minotaur Books | 5/1/2018
9781250185457 | $9.99 / $9.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 400 pages
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Ann Rittenberg Literary
Agency
Translation Rights: Ann Rittenberg Literary
Agency
Other Available Formats:
Trade Paperback ISBN: 9781250121936
Audio ISBN: 9781427266125
Mass Market ISBN: 9780312546892
Hardcover ISBN: 9780312583200

Former police investigator Cody Hoyt has just lost his job and has fallen off the
wagon after a long stretch of sobriety. Convinced by his former rookie partner,
Cassie Dewell, to conduct a search, he begins the drive south to the girls'
last-known location. As Cody makes his way to the lonely stretch of Montana
highway where they went missing, Cassie discovers that Gracie and Danielle
Sullivan aren't the first girls who have disappeared there. This majestic
landscape is the hunting ground for a killer whose viciousness is outmatched
only by his intelligence. And he might not be working alone...
Time is running out for Gracie and Danielle. Can Cassie overcome her fears and
use her innate skills to find the sisters? Can Cody battle his own demons and
stop this killer before another victim vanishes on the highway?
PRAISE

“A violent, tension-packed, well-written thriller spiced with Box's vivid portrayal
of the Western landscape.” —Associated Press
“If C.J. Box isn’t already on your list, put him there.” – USA Today
“A non-stop, action-filled race against time…will leave readers breathless.”
—Library Journal (starred review)
“Filled with believable characters and hard, realistic dialogue, [this] perfectly
paced novel offers a suspenseful story laced with more than a few shockingly
unexpected plot twists.” –Publishers Weekly Signature Review
C.J. BOX is the bestselling author of Badlands, The Highway, and twenty other novels, including the
award-winning Joe Pickett series. Blue Heaven won the Edgar Award for Best Novel in 2009, and
Box has won the Anthony Award, the Macavity Award, the Barry Award (twice), the Western
Heritage Award for Literature, and the Spur Award. Box’s work has been translated into
twenty-seven languages. He splits his time between Cheyenne and his ranch in Wyoming.
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Make It Easy, Cupcake
Fabulously Fun Creations in 4 Simple Steps
Karen Tack and Alan Richardson
Authors of the bestselling Hello Cupcake are back with a new
book of irresistible cupcake designs—all made in four easy
steps!
Make adorable, imaginative cupcake creations—without special tools or
spending hours in the kitchen. From fairies and unicorns to football players and
airplanes, there are designs for everyone.
COOKING / COURSES & DISHES
/ CAKES
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/1/2018
9781250139399 | $18.99 / $24.99 Can.
Paperback | 240 pages | Carton Qty: 16
10 in H | 10 in W
Includes 454 color photographs throughout
Subrights: Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press
UK Rights: St. Martin's Press

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Online Advertising Campaign
Email Marketing Campaign
Online Promotion
Cookstr Promotion
Social Media Campaign
Early Finished Copy Giveaways
Author Website:
www.hellocupcakebook.com
Author Twitter:
twitter.com/whatsnewcupcake, 14,000
followers
Author Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com
/whatnewcupcake

Make it Easy, Cupcake is filled with ingenious cupcake designs, all made from
common candy and other snack food you can pick up in a grocery store. Each
cupcake is composed of simple components brilliantly reimagined as edible
art—a handful of marshmallows become blooming daffodils, wafer cookies are
transformed into airplane wings, and jewel colored jellybeans become flitting
dragonflies. Best of all, every design is made in only four steps!
Simply start with a batch of plain cupcakes (whether from made from scratch or
from the store) and follow the four easy, illustrated steps to assemble your own
cupcake creation. Each cupcake includes a complete list of the exact candy
used—all of them readily available on supermarket shelves. There’s no need for
fancy piping bags or exotic ingredients, and you don’t need to have graduated
from pastry school to make these adorable cupcakes.
With cupcake designs for every occasion, from snowmen with dapper hats for
the holidays to a mythical Loch Ness Monster, you’ll find inspiring and adorable
cupcakes every page.
Pick your design, grab your materials, and Make It Easy, Cupcake will have you
making sweet creations in no time!
PRAISE

Praise for Karen Tack and Alan Richardson's previous titles:
“You’ve got to respect an artist whose medium is a baked good.”—Entertainment
Weekly
“These cupcakes are going to tickle your funnybone. I can’t wait to make them!”
—Paula Dean
Called “the cake whisperer” by Gourmet, KAREN TACK is a cooking teacher and food stylist. Her
work can be seen on the covers of Gourmet, Bon Appétit, Good Housekeeping, Family Circle,
Woman’s Day, Martha Stewart Living, Real Simple, Nick Jr., and others.
ALAN RICHARDSON has photographed dozens of best-selling cookbooks, and his work appears
in many leading magazines. He is the coauthor of The Breath of a Wok, which won two awards from
the International Association of Culinary Professionals.
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I Liked My Life
A Novel
Abby Fabiaschi
Called "marvelous" and "absolutely stunning," this debut asks:
What happens when a mother's death leaves her husband and
daughter wondering why they thought everything was okay
when it was not?
“First-time novelist Abby Fabiaschi unwinds a tale wholly compelling,
altogether believable and, at times, so heartbreaking it’s hard to believe she isn’t
already an established author...an impossible-to-put-down and impressive
debut.” —Associated Press
F I C T I O N / L I T E R A RY
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/8/2018
9781250161062 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 288 pages | Carton Qty: 28
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250084873
Ebook ISBN: 9781250084880
Audio ISBN: 9781427282316

Maddy was a loving, devoted stay-at-home mother...until she committed suicide,
which left her husband Brady and her teenage daughter Eve heartbroken and
reeling, wondering how they can possibly continue without her. Maddy,
however, isn’t quite done with them. In an attempt to fulfill her family’s needs,
Maddy watches and meddles from beyond the grave, determined to find the
perfect wife and mother to replace herself and heal her family. That’s when she
finds Rory: a free-spirited schoolteacher, who Maddy maneuvers into Eve’s
confidences, but who turns out to be harboring a tragedy of her own.
PRAISE

MARKETING

Online Publicity
Book Club Outreach
Discussion Guide Available Online
Reading Group Gold Selection
Email Marketing Campaign
Author Website:
http://www.abbyfabiaschi.com/
Active On Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com
/AbbyFabiaschiAuthor
Active on Twitter: https://twitter.com
/AbbyFabiaschi

“Simultaneously heartbreaking and heartwarming, this hard-to-put-down,
engrossing debut will have readers wondering until the very end.” —Library
Journal (starred)
“An absolutely stunning book! I Liked My Life is a layered tale with meaningful
things to say about life, death, grief and moving forward after
tragedy…remarkable.” —RT Reviews
“Warm and hopeful, this marvelous debut stands next to novels from Catherine
McKenzie and Carolyn Parkhurst in taking the reader on the emotional rides that
define marriage and family.” —Booklist (starred)
ABBY FABIASCHI graduated from The Taft School in 1998 and Babson College in 2002. From
there she climbed the corporate ladder in high technology until resigning at the end of 2012 to
pursue her lifelong dream of becoming an author. Now Abby and her family divide their time
between Tampa, Florida and Park City, Utah. When not writing or watching the comedy show that is
her children, she enjoys reading across genres, skiing, hiking, and yoga; I Liked My Life is her first
novel.
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Will Shortz Presents Hard
Sudoku Volume 3
200 Challenging Puzzles
Introduction by Will Shortz
The next in our new series of only the hardest puzzles for
serious sudoku solvers
Do you have what it takes? These 200 challenging sudoku puzzles from Will
Shortz will keep your mind sharp!
GAMES & ACTIVITIES / SUDOKU
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/22/2018
9781250181879 | $11.99 / $15.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 28
7.1 in H | 5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Right: St. Martin's Press

Features:
- 200 hard puzzles
- Big grids for easy solving
- Introduction by legendary Puzzlemaster Will Shortz
WILL SHORTZ, puzzle editor of The New York Times since 1993, also founded and directs the
annual American Crossword Puzzle Tournament and the World Puzzle Championship. He is the
Puzzlemaster for NPR’s “Weekend Edition Sunday.” Shortz lives in Pleasantville, New York.

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Online Promotion with the New York
Times
Author Website: willshortz.com
Active on Facebook:
facebook.com/NewYorkTimesCrosswordPu
(7400 followers)
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Change of Seasons
A Memoir
John Oates with Chris Epting
Now in paperback with new material, a memoir by John Oates
of Hall & Oates, the most successful musical duo of all time.

B I O G R A P H Y & AU TO B I O G R A P H Y
/ COMPOSERS & MUSICIANS
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/29/2018
9781250181787 | $17.99 / $23.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 480 pages | Carton Qty: 20
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Includes 50 black-and-white photographs
throughout
Subrights: UK Rights: Foundry
Translation Rights: Foundry
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250082657
Ebook ISBN: 9781250082664

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Author website: JohnOates.com
Author on Twitter: @JohnOates (29k
Followers)

John Oates was born at the perfect time, paralleling the birth of rock ‘n roll.
Raised in a small Pennsylvania town, he was exposed to folk, blues, soul, and
R&B. Meeting and teaming up with Daryl Hall in the late 1960s, they developed
a style of music that was uniquely their own but never abandoned their roots.
John uncovers the grit and struggle it took to secure a recording contract with
the legendary Atlantic Records and chronicles the artistic twists and turns that
resulted in a DJ discovering an obscure album track that would become their
first hit record. This is not your typical rock and roll story. John was focused
creating great music. Along the way he achieved incredible success, battling the
ever-changing pop music landscape and coming to terms with complex
managerial, business, and personal challenges.
Daryl Hall and John Oates have over 20 albums together, more than 60 million
records sold, and 29 Top 40 hits. They are the most successful pop duo in the
world and members of the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. And yet John’s story has
never been told. Relying on his many hand-written journals, he brings to light
many fascinating stories spanning his entire life with a journalist’s eye and a
poet’s heart.
In Change of Seasons, John shares his highs, lows, triumphs, and failures. He
takes the reader on a wild ride through all the eras, personalities and music that
has shaped him into what he is.
PRAISE

"His story stands on its own, and it’s one that Oates delights in telling. . . . A
charming, almost breezy retrospective. . . . Change Of Seasons is Oates’ moment in
the spotlight, which he handles with aplomb." —AV Club
"Change of Seasons is not the Hall and Oates story; it’s the John Oates story (he’s
kept diaries for decades), and one is struck not only by how talented he was but
how hard he worked at it. It took lots of effort to look that smooth to the tune of
80 million copies." —Austin American-Statesman
JOHN OATES grew up outside of Philadelphia in the early ‘50s. At Temple University, he met
fellow musician Daryl Hall. Since the two formed Hall & Oates in the early ‘70s, they have recorded
21 albums which have sold over 80 million units, making them the most successful duo in rock
history. John lives in Nashville and Colorado.
CHRIS EPTING is an author and award-winning journalist who has written for many publications
including The Los Angeles Times, The Wall Street Journal, and Loudwire.
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Knife Creek
A Mike Bowditch Mystery
Paul Doiron
In this new edge-of-your-seat thriller from Edgar finalist Paul
Doiron, Mike Bowditch delves into a long buried investigation
to uncover a dangerous secret.
When Maine game warden Mike Bowditch is tasked with shooting invasive feral
hogs that are tearing up the forest in his district, he makes a horrific discovery
— a dead baby buried in a shallow grave.
FICTION / THRILLERS / CRIME
Minotaur Books | 5/15/2018
9781250102362 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 368 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK Rights and German Translation
Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights (excluding German): Anne
Rittenberg Literary Agency
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250102355
Ebook ISBN: 9781250102379
Audio ISBN: 9781427285980
Audio ISBN: 9781427285997

MARKETING

New in Paperback Mentions
Social Media Promotion
Online Publicity
Book Club Outreach
Criminal Element Promotion
Author Facebook: /PaulDoironBooks
Author Twitter: @PaulDoiron
Visit PaulDoiron.com

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
Widowmaker: A Novel
5/2017 | 9781250130167
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
The Precipice: A Novel
5/2016 | 9781250092083
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.

Even more disturbing: evidence suggests the infant was the child of a young
woman who was presumed to have died four years earlier after she disappeared
from a group rafting trip.
As Bowditch assists the reopened investigation, he begins to suspect that some
of his neighbors aren’t who they seem to be. When violence strikes close to
home, he realizes that his unknown enemies will stop at nothing to keep their
terrible secrets.
Mike Bowditch has bucked the odds his whole career, but this time the intrepid
warden may have finally followed his hunches one step too far.
PRAISE

“A violent, suspenseful, fast-paced tale written in Doiron’s customary tight, vivid
prose, with his keen eye for both idiosyncratic Maine characters and the beauty of
the natural landscape.” —Associated Press
“Knife Creek is a gripping, well-plotted tale. Doiron has reached a new level in his
craft, putting him, without a doubt, among the best crime writers working today.”
—Portland Press Herald
“The best yet... taut, disturbing and consummately told.” —Maine Sunday
Telegram
A native of Maine, bestselling author PAUL DOIRON attended Yale University, where he graduated
with a degree in English. The Poacher’s Son, the first book in the Mike Bowditch series, won the
Barry award, the Strand award for best first novel, and has been nominated for the Edgar, Anthony,
and Macavity awards in the same category. He is a Registered Maine Guide specializing in fly
fishing and lives on a trout stream in coastal Maine with his wife, Kristen Lindquist.

The Bone Orchard: A Novel
6/2015 | 9781250067425
Trade Paperback | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
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Geek Girl Rising
Inside the Sisterhood Shaking Up Tech
Heather Cabot and Samantha Walravens
Geek Girl Rising invites women everywhere to join the digital
revolution and create the future!

BU S I N E S S & E C O N O M I C S /
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/1/2018
9781250182005 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 272 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: Leshne Agency
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250112262
Ebook ISBN: 9781250112279
Audio ISBN: 9781427291998

Meet the women who aren’t asking permission from Silicon Valley to chase their
dreams. They are going for it—building cutting-edge tech startups, investing in
each other’s ventures, crushing male hacker stereotypes and rallying the next
generation of women in tech. With a nod to tech trailblazers like Sheryl
Sandberg and Marissa Mayer, Geek Girl Rising introduces readers to the fearless
female founders, technologists, and innovators fighting at a grassroots level for
an ownership stake in the revolution that’s changing the way we live, work and
connect. Readers will meet Debbie Sterling, inventor of GoldieBlox, the first
engineering toy for girls, which topples the notion that only boys can build; peek
inside YouTube sensation Michelle Phan’s ipsy studios, where she is grooming
the next generation of digital video stars while leading her own mega
e-commerce beauty business; and tour the headquarters of The Muse, the hottest
career site for millennials, and meet its intrepid CEO, Kathryn Minshew, who
stared down sexism while raising millions of dollars to fund the company she
co-founded. These women are the rebels proving that a female point of view
matters in the age of technology and can rock big returns if you have a big idea
and the passion to build it.
PRAISE

MARKETING

New in Paperback Mentions
Online Promotion
Online Publicity
GGR Facebook: /GeekGirlRising
GGR Twitter: @GeekGirlRising
GGR Instagram: @geekgirlrising
Visit GeekGirlRising.com

"[One of] three books every geek should read... This inspiring collection of success
stories gives all the dish on the rise of under-the-radar women in the tech world." Wall Street Journal
"Essential and hopeful reading both for women - and men - who are working or
want to work in the digital space.” - Joanna Coles, Chief Content Officer Hearst
Magazines, Board Director Snap
"Geek Girl Rising is... the rallying cry we need for a diverse, connected, and
sustainable world.” - Arianna Huffington, CEO Thrive Global
HEATHER CABOT is a former ABC News anchor/correspondent, adjunct professor at Columbia
University Graduate School of Journalism and a Women@Forbes contributor. She lives in the New
York City area with her family.
SAMANTHA WALRAVENS is editor of the New York Times-acclaimed anthology TORN: True
Stories of Kids, Career & the Conflict of Modern Motherhood and a contributor to Women@Forbes,
the Huffington Post and Disney Interactive. She lives in San Francisco Bay Area with her family.
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Real Life Dinners
Rachel Hollis
From the founder of The Chic Site, a lifestyle website, and the
author of Upscale Downhome, fun, fresh, and fast recipes for
family dinners.
Real life isn’t a series of stylized air-brushed photos. It's crazy, chaotic, hard,
beautiful, funny, weird, shocking, devastating, and it can knock you right off
balance. But cooking and eating as a family has always been at real life's core.
Making sure your family is fed makes a day a success, but truly taking the time
to give them something wholesome and delicious is the ultimate goal.
COOKING / COOKING FOR KIDS
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/8/2018
9781250153234 | $19.99 / $25.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 224 pages | Carton Qty: 18
9 in H | 8 in W
Includes 60 color photographs throughout
Subrights: UK Rights: Marsal Lyons Literary
Agency
Translation Rights: Marsal Lyons Literary
Agency

REAL LIFE DINNERS is for the family. Rachel Hollis' recipes include:
Breakfast Quesadillas
Toast Nine Ways
Freeze-Ahead Breakfast Sandwiches
Taco Tuesday
Crispy Sweet Potato Bake
Lemon-Pesto Chicken
Slow Cooker Loaded Potato Soup
Rach's Spice Blends
Rachel Hollis' REAL LIFE DINNERS is a cookbook that fits into your real
daily life.

MARKETING

National Broadcast Publicity
National Print Publicity
Online Publicity

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
Upscale Downhome: Family Recipes, All
Gussied Up
10/2016 | 9781250078841
Trade Paperback | $19.99 / $27.99 Can.

PRAISE

Praise for Upscale Downhome:
"This book is full to the brim of recipes that make me want to spend more time in
the kitchen, tips that make me feel like I can entertain even (or especially) on a
limited budget, and encourage a more chic lifestyle in general.” -—Mique Provost
of the Thirty Handmade Days blog and author of Make & Share Random Acts of
Kindness: Simple Crafts and Recipes to Give and Spread Joy
RACHEL HOLLIS is the founder of TheChicSite.com, where readers can find recipes, as well as
party planning and lifestyle advice. She also founded the event planning firm Chic Events, and six
years later Inc. magazine named her one of the top thirty entrepreneurs under thirty years of age. She
is a regular contributor to the Huffington Post and PopSugar, and she has appeared on The Rachael
Ray Show, The Talk, Extra, and many more shows. She lives in LA with her husband and four
children.
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The Big Alpha in Town
Eve Langlais
Three hot stories about three sexy shifters from a trio of
today's hottest paranormal romance authors, headlined by
bestselling authors Eve Langlais and Milly Taiden!
a. Enter a world of smoldering shifters in this anthology headlined by New York
Times bestselling authors Eve Langlais and Milly Taiden with never published
novellas!
Bearing His Name
Meeting his mate should have been cause for celebration. There’s just one teeny
tiny problem. Jade thinks Ark might have impregnated her sister. He didn’t, but
convincing Jade is going to take a bit of honey.
FICTION / ROMANCE /
PA R A N O R M A L
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/15/2018
9781250180483 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 352 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
National Advertising
Blog Outreach
NetGalley Outreach
Early Reader Review Campaign
Email Marketing Campaign
Online Promotion at
HeroesandHeartbreakers.com
SMP Romance Social Media Promotion
Promotion at Romance Conferences
Visit evelanglais.com; millytaiden.com;
katedouglas.com
Active on Facebook:
Facebook.com/eve.langlais.98, 17K Likes
Facebook.com/MillyTaidenPage 30.6K
Likes
Facebook.com/KateDouglas.authorpage,
4K Likes
Active on Twitter: @EveLanglais, 8K
Followers
@...

Owned by the Lion
Keir’s been told to stop playing the field and settle down—difficult advice for a
hard and hot man with a lion’s heart to follow. But his sights have always been
set on Ally. She’s his mate, plain and simple. With her sweet and delicious
curves, she’s nothing but sugar and trouble all rolled into one. But he’s known
her and sparred with her for years. She’s his best friend’s little sister, and it’s
going to take a whole new level of convincing that he’s the mate for her.
No Need Fur Love
Moving with his pack to the tiny town of Stanley, Idaho has Owen Courtney a
little on edge. With literally no women in sight, Owen will be lucky to find a
date, let alone his true mate. But you know the saying about a werewolf walking
into a bar…
Gorgeous wood nymph Mia Oliver is on a mission: Find a suitable male to get
her good ‘n pregnant and provide her with an heir. But when Mia decides to pick
up a gorgeous and oh-so willing werewolf at the bar, she realizes she might be in
over her head. …
EVE LANGLAIS is a New York Times bestselling Canadian author who loves to write hot romance.
She enjoys strong alpha male heroes, shifters, and a happily ever after.
MILLY TAIDEN is the New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of the renowned
Paranormal Dating Agency, the Sassy Mates books, and the Federal Paranormal Unit novels.
KATE BAXTER is a die-hard romantic with a thing for Shakespeare. She lives in the great
northwest and writes about all things fanged, furry, and undead.

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
Thanks Fur Last Night
1/2018 | 9781250159717
Trade Paperback | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Hunger
5/2017 | 9781250078605
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The Daughter of Sherlock
Holmes
A Mystery
Leonard Goldberg
The thrilling tale of Sherlock Holmes’ daughter and her
companion Dr. John Watson Jr. as they investigate a murder at
the highest levels of British society from the USA Today
bestselling author

F I C T I O N / M YS T E RY &
D E T E C T I V E / H I S TO R I C A L
Minotaur Books | 5/15/2018
9781250181244 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 28
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Mendel Media Group, LLC
Translation Rights: Mendel Media Group, LLC
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250101044
Ebook ISBN: 9781250101051
Audio ISBN: 9781427292407

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Promotion on CriminalElement.com
Social Media Promotion
Author Website: LeonardGoldberg.com

1914. Joanna Blalock’s keen mind and incredible insight lead her to become a
highly-skilled nurse, one of the few professions that allow her to use her
finely-tuned brain. But when she and her ten-year-old son witness a man fall to
his death, apparently by suicide, they are visited by the elderly Dr. John Watson
and his charming, handsome son, Dr. John Watson Jr. Impressed by her forensic
skills, they invite her to become the third member of their investigative team.
Caught up in a Holmesian mystery that spans from hidden treasure to the Second
Afghan War of 1878-1880, Joanna and her companions must devise an ingenious
plan to catch a murderer in the act while dodging familiar culprits, Scotland
Yard, and members of the British aristocracy. Unbeknownst to her, Joanna
harbors a mystery of her own. The product of a one-time assignation between
the now dead Sherlock Holmes and Irene Adler, the only woman to ever outwit
the famous detective, Joanna has unwittingly inherited her parents’ deductive
genius.
The Daughter of Sherlock Holmes is full of excitement and intrigue, sure to be
enjoyed by fans of Sherlock Holmes as well as the works of Laurie R. King,
Anne Perry, and Charles Finch, all of whom sell well in trade paperback.
PRAISE

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
A Study in Treason: A Daughter of Sherlock
Holmes Mystery
6/2018 | 9781250101068
Address Book | $25.99 / $33.99 Can.

"Fans of Sherlock Holmes will be thrilled to meet his fearless and brilliant
daughter, Joanna." —Tess Gerritsen, NYT bestselling author
"Goldberg's Sherlock Holmes pastiche is pitch-perfect as John Watson Jr. becomes
the voice of a new generation and Joanna Blalock takes on her role as leader of the
investigation." —Library Journal
"A must-read novel for fans of historical mystery and of Sherlock Holmes." —RT
Book Reviews
LEONARD GOLDBERG is the USA Today bestselling author of the Joanna Blalock medical
thrillers. His novels have been translated into a dozen languages and were selections of the Book of
the Month Club, French and Czech book clubs, and The Mystery Guild. They were featured as
People’s “Page-Turner of the Week” and at the International Book Fair. After a long career affiliated
with the UCLA Medical Center as a Clinical Professor of Medicine, he now lives on an island off
the coast of Charleston, SC.
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Collared
An Andy Carpenter Novel
David Rosenfelt
The next novel in David Rosenfelt’s witty, heartfelt mystery
series featuring lawyer Andy Carpenter and his faithful golden
retriever, Tara.

F I C T I O N / M YS T E RY &
DETECTIVE
Minotaur Books | 5/22/2018
9781250056351 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 336 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Writers House
Translation Rights: Writers House
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250055354
Audio ISBN: 9781427285874
Ebook ISBN: 9781466859937
Audio ISBN: 9781427285881

MARKETING

New in Paperback Mentions
Social Media Promotion
Online Publicity
Book Club Outreach
Author Facebook: /DavidRosenfelt

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
Rescued
7/2018 | 9781250133069
Hardcover | $26.99 / $34.99 Can.
One Dog Night
12/2017 | 9781250160355
Trade Paperback | $9.99 / $9.99 Can.
The Twelve Dogs of Christmas: An Andy
Carpenter Mystery
10/2017 | 9781250145611
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.

Lawyer Andy Carpenter’s true passion is the Tara Foundation, the dog rescue
organization he runs with his friend Willie Miller. All kinds of dogs make their
way to the foundation, and Andy and Willie aren’t surprised to find a dog at the
shelter one morning with a note saying someone had found him stray and
dropped him off. But they are surprised when they scan the dog’s embedded
chip. They know this dog. He is the “DNA dog.”
Two and a half years ago, Jill Hickman was a single mother of an adopted baby.
Her baby and dog were kidnapped in broad daylight in Eastside Park, and they
haven’t been seen since. A tip came in that a former boyfriend of Hickman’s,
Keith Wachtel, was the kidnapper. A search of his house showed no sign of the
child, but did uncover more incriminating evidence, and the clincher that
generated Wachtel’s arrest was some dog hair, notable since Wachtel did not
have a dog. DNA tests showed conclusively that the hair belonged to Hickman’s
dog. Wachtel was convicted of kidnapping, but the dog and baby were never
found.
Now, with the reappearance of the dog, the case is brought back to light, and the
search for the child renewed. Goaded by his wife’s desire to help a friend and
fellow mother and Andy’s desire to make sure the real kidnapper is in jail, Andy
and his team enter the case. But what they start to uncover is far more
complicated and dangerous than they ever expected.
PRAISE

“Faithful readers will find that Andy has lost none of his sardonic wit and cynical
view. Rosenfelt structures chapters to keep the pages turning.”
--Booklist

“Smart plot twists ensue, and everyone—Andy, Laurie, and readers—are all the
happier for it.”
--PW
“Rosenfelt's matchless gift for feather-light exposition that hurtles along without
ever feeling rushed or foggy allows him to keep the complications coming until
nearly the end.”
-- Kirkus Reviews
DAVID ROSENFELT is the Edgar and Shamus Award-nominated author of eight stand-alones and
fifteen previous Andy Carpenter novels, most recently Unleashed. After years living in California,
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The Planner Book
Stylish Projects to Creatively Organize and Commemorate the
Day to Day
Jean Sagendorph and Dawn Sokol
Creatively organize your life!
Step aside scrapbooking, everyone’s planning for a new adventure! Gone are the
days of the staid Franklin Covey and DayRunner programs, now folks are
stamping, painting, collaging, and even creating their own planners. It’s one part
organization, one part art journal, and two parts keepsake.
CRAFTS & HOBBIES /
SCRAPBOOKING
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/1/2018
9781250176851 | $21.99 / $28.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 192 pages | Carton Qty: 30
9 in H | 7 in W
Includes color photographs and illustrations
throughout
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press

The Planner Book is the perfect source of inspiration to introduce you to the
world of planners. Featuring interviews from more than 20 creators, the book is
full of ideas to spark your creative and keep you organized. With 24 projects,
from simple tricks like making your own washi tape to more ambitious projects
like crafting a leather planner, you’ll soon have the best looking to-do list
around. Getting organized has never been this fun or this cute!
Jean Sagendorph is a writer and an agent. In addition to writing the children’s book Starry Night,
Hold Me Tight, she co-authored the cookbook Icebox Cakes, which received national press attention.
Dawn DeVries Sokol is a writer and author. Her articles about art journaling and doodling have
appeared in Cloth Paper Scissors, Pages Magazine, and Art Journaling Exposed among others.
Together their books have sold nearly 400,000 copies.
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Eating My Way Through Italy
Heading Off the Main Roads to Discover the Hidden Treasures
of the Italian Table
Elizabeth Minchilli
Rome's resident gastronomic expert offers a cultural and
culinary celebration of everything that makes Italian cuisine
great

T R AV E L / E U R O P E / I TA LY
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/22/2018
9781250133045 | $25.99 / $33.99 Can.
Paperback | 352 pages | Carton Qty: 16
8.5 in H | 6.8 in W
Includes color photographs throughout
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: Elizabeth Kaplan Agency

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Travel Blog Outreach
Culinary Blog Outreach
NetGalley Promotion

After a lifetime of living and eating in Rome, Elizabeth Minchilli is an expert on
the city's cuisine. While she’s proud to share everything she knows about Rome,
she now wants to show her devoted readers that the rest of Italy is a gastronomic
treasure trove just waiting to be explored. Far from being a monolithic
gastronomic culture, each region of Italy offers its own specialties. While fava
beans mean one thing in Rome, they mean an entirely different thing in Puglia.
Risotto in a Roman trattoria? Don’t even consider it. Visit Venice and not eat
cichetti? Unthinkable. Eating My Way Through Italy, celebrates the gastronomic
differences in the world’s favorite cuisine. Divided geographically, Eating My
Way Through Italy looks at all the different aspects of Italian food culture.
Whether it’s pizza in Naples, deep fried squid in Venice, street food in Palermo,
an elegant dinner in Milan, gathering and cooking capers on Pantelleria, or
drinking a chocolate laced coffee in Torino, each chapter includes, not just
anecdotes and personal stories, but also recipes that explore the cultural and
historical references that make these subjects timeless. For anyone who follows
Elizabeth on her blog Elizabeth Minchilli in Rome, read her first book Eating
Rome, or used her brilliant phone app Eating Italy to dine well, Eating My Way
Through Italy, is a must.
PRAISE

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
Eating Rome: Living the Good Life in the
Eternal City
4/2015 | 9781250047687
Trade Paperback | $24.99 / $28.99 Can.

Praise for Eating Rome:
“Elizabeth Minchilli unlocks the secret door to reveal a thrilling world of Roman
food—not just the best places to go but also why Italians adore them. I loved
reading this deeply charming book and I can't wait to make the recipes!” —Ina
Garten
“A truly insider's culinary guide to Rome, Elizabeth Minchilli takes us into the
trattorias, caffès, pizzerias, and gelaterias of Rome.” —David Lebovitz, author of
My Paris Kitchen
Elizabeth Minchilli is the author of seven books on the joys of Italian life. She has written for over
40 magazines and today shares her passion for Italy through her blog, her best-selling apps, and her
tour company. She divides her time between a rooftop apartment in Rome and a restored farmhouse
in Umbria, with her husband, Domenico.
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Strong As a Mother
How to Stay Healthy, Happy, and (Most Importantly) Sane
from Pregnancy to Parenthood: The Only Guide to Taking
Care of YOU!
Kate Rope
Expert, practical advice for complete mental and physical
maternal health

FA M I LY & R E L AT I O N S H I P S /
PA R E N T I N G / M OT H E R H O O D
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/1/2018
9781250105585 | $17.99 / $23.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 20
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Audio ISBN: 9781427298799

Strong as a Mother is a practical and compassionate guide to preparing for a
smooth start to motherhood. Everyone knows the secret to having “the Happiest
Baby on the Block.” This is your guide to being the Sanest Mommy on the
Block. It will prepare you with humor and grace for what lies ahead, give you
the tools you need to take care of yourself, permission to struggle at times, and
professional advice on how to move through it when you do. This book will
become a dog-eared resource on your nightstand, offering you the same care and
support that you are working so hard to provide to your child. It will help you
prioritize your emotional health, set boundaries and ask for help, make choices
about feeding and childcare that feel good to you, get good sleep, create a strong
relationship with your partner, make self care an everyday priority, trust your
instincts, and actually enjoy the hardest job you will ever love.
This book is here to take care of you.

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Library Marketing Campaign
Early Reader Reviews
Email Marketing Campaign
Social Media Campaign
Author Website:katerope.pressfolios.com/
Author Twitter: @katerope

KATE ROPE is editorial director of the Seleni Institute and an award-winning freelance journalist
whose work has appeared in many publications and online outlets including the New York Times,
Real Simple, CNN.com, Shape, Glamour UK, BabyCenter, Parade and Parenting. She has been a
key staff member of many national and international publications, including LIFE and Mother Jones
and was a founding editor of Health.com. She is coauthor of the Complete Guide to Medications
During Pregnancy and Breas...
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The Angry Tide
A Novel of Cornwall 1798-1799
Winston Graham
The seventh novel in Winston Graham's classic Poldark saga,
the major TV series from Masterpiece on PBS.
Cornwall, towards the end of the 18th century. Ross Poldark sits for the borough
of Truro as Member of Parliament - his time divided between London and
Cornwall, his heart divided about his wife, Demelza.
His old feud with George Warleggan still flares - as does the illicit love between
Morwenna and Drake, Demelza's brother.
F I C T I O N / H I S TO R I C A L
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/1/2018
9781250186058 | $16.99
Trade Paperback | 624 pages | Carton Qty: 16
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK: Pan Macmillan
Translation: A.M. Heath & Company
Other Available Formats:
Audio ISBN: 9781427298393
Audio ISBN: 9781427298386

Before the new century dawns, George and Ross will be drawn together by a
loss greater than their rivalry - and Morwenna and Drake by a tragedy that
brings them hope . . . .
And with the new century, comes much change in the shocking seventh book of
Winston Graham's Poldark series, The Angry Tide.
The Angry Tide will be part of season 4 of Masterpiece's Poldark TV series,
which is scheduled to air in Fall 2018.

A L S O AVA I L A B L E

PRAISE

Warleggan: A Novel of Cornwall, 1792-1793
9/2016 | 9781250124890
Trade Paperback | $16.99

“A distinct pleasure and outstanding in the genre.” –Kirkus Reviews

The Black Moon: A Novel of Cornwall,
1794-1795
9/2016 | 9781250124913
Trade Paperback | $16.99
The Four Swans: A Novel of Cornwall,
1795-1797
9/2016 | 9781250124937
Trade Paperback | $16.99

“From the incomparable Winston Graham. . . who has everything that anyone else
has, and then a whole lot more.” —Guardian
“Ross is one of literature’s great heroes . . . [with] elements of Darcy, Heathcliff,
Rhett Butler and Robin Hood.” –Debbie Horsfield
WINSTON GRAHAM is the author of more than forty novels which have been translated into
seventeen languages. Six of his books have been made into films, the most notable being Marnie,
directed by Alfred Hitchcock. The first TV adaptation of the Poldark series was enormously
successful and the new one is being shown widely around the world. Winston Graham was a Fellow
of the Royal Society of Literature and in 1983 was awarded the Officer of the Order of the British
Empire (OBE). He died in 2003.
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The Lighten Up Cookbook
103 Easy, Slimmed-Down Favorites for Breakfast, Lunch, and
Dinner Everyone Will Love
Addie Gundry
Classic dishes get a light & healthy makeover in The Lighten
Up Cookbook by Cutthroat Kitchen star Addie Gundry, from
nutrient-rich smoothies to easy family dinners to guilt-free
desserts.
C O O K I N G / H E A LT H & H E A L I N G
St. Martin's Griffin | 5/8/2018
9781250160300 | $19.99 / $25.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 240 pages | Carton Qty: 22
9.1 in H | 7.5 in W
Includes color photographs throughout for all
103 recipes
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press

Eating lighter doesn’t have to include charts or calorie counting. By
incorporating easy healthy recipes into your diet, like substituting cauliflower for
starchy breads or baking chicken instead of frying it, you can revitalize your
eating habits without giving up the foods you love. From light breakfast recipes
like the Kale Smoothie to potluck favorites like Mayo-Free Chicken Salad to
family dinners like Zucchini Lasagna and even sweet treats like Pineapple Fluff,
eating healthier can be simple and tasty!
PRAISE

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Online Promotion
Email Marketing Campaign with Recipe
Lion
Blog Outreach Campaign
Social Media Advertising
Cookstr Promotion and Outreach
Social Media Campaign
Recipe Trailer Campaign

"Watching Addie's star shine has been truly inspiring. She is definitely going to be
an impactful leader in the next generation of chefs."
—Rick Tramonto
Addie Gundry received her masters in culinary arts at Auguste Escoffier in Avignon, France. She
has worked for Christian Etienne, Daniel Boulud, Thomas Keller, and Martha Stewart on
management, restaurant openings, brand development, editorial, marketing, and sales. In 2015, she
won Cutthroat Kitchen on The Food Network and was a 2017 finalist on Food Network Star. As the
executive producer for RecipeLion, Addie creates culinary content for multiple web platforms and
communities. She excels at m...

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
Easy Chicken Recipes: 103 Inventive Soups,
Salads, Casseroles, and Dinners Everyone
Will Love
3/2018 | 9781250146281
Trade Paperback | $19.99 / $25.99 Can.
Homemade Soup Recipes: 103 Easy Recipes
for Soups, Stews, Chilis, and Chowders
Everyone Will Love
3/2018 | 9781250161727
Trade Paperback | $19.99 / $25.99 Can.
Essential Slow Cooker Recipes: 103
Fuss-Free Slow Cooker Meals Everyone Will
Love
1/2018 | 9781250123381
Trade Paperback | $19.99 / $25.99 Can.
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The Swamp
Washington's Murky Pool of Corruption and Cronyism and
How Trump Can Drain It
Eric Bolling
By the New York Times bestselling author of Wake Up America:
a lively, provocative history of Washington, D.C. political
scandal
When Washington D.C. was first built, ironically it was erected on top of an
actual swamp that had to be drained. Donald Trump says it’s time to drain it
again.
POLITICAL SCIENCE /
CORRUPTION & MISCONDUCT
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/26/2018
9781250152756 | $17.99 / $23.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 240 pages | Carton Qty: 32
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250150189
Ebook ISBN: 9781250150196
Audio ISBN: 9781427291929
Audio ISBN: 9781427291936

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
National Radio Publicity
Online Publicity
Author Appearances
Online Advertising Campaign
Author on Twitter: @ericbolling (717k
followers)
Author website: EricBolling.com

In The Swamp, bestselling author Eric Bolling presents an infuriating, amusing,
revealing, and outrageous history of American politics, past and present,
Republican and Democrat. From national political scandals to tempests in a
teapot that blew up; sex, bribery, blackmail, bullying, and backroom deals that
contradicted public policies; cronyism that cost taxpayers billions upon billions
of dollars; and personal conduct that can only be described as regrettable, The
Swamp is a journey downriver through the bayous and marshes of Capitol Hill
and Foggy Bottom.
The presidential election of 2016 was ugly, but it exposed a political, media,
industry, and elite establishment that desperately wanted to elect a politician who
received millions of dollars from terror-funding states over a businessman
willing to tell the corrupt or incompetent, “You’re fired.”
The book concludes with a series of recommendations for President Trump:
practical, hardheaded, commonsensical, and concise ways to drain the swamp
and force Washington to be more transparent, accountable, and effective in how
it serves those who have elected its politicians and pay the bills for their
decisions. Entertaining and timely, The Swamp is the perfect book for today’s
political climate.
Eric Bolling is the author of Wake Up America, a New York Times, Wall Street Journal, USA Today,
and Publishers Weekly bestseller. A native of Chicago, he now lives in New Jersey.

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
Wake Up America: The Nine Virtues That
Made Our Nation Great--and Why We Need
Them More Than Ever
6/2017 | 9781250112514
Trade Paperback | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
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Robert Kirkman's The
Walking Dead: Return to
Woodbury
Jay Bonansinga
The latest novel in the New York Times bestselling The Walking
Dead series!
To risk everything...

FICTION / HORROR
A Thomas Dunne Book for St. Martin's Griffin
| 6/26/2018
9781250181701 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 288 pages | Carton Qty: 28
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250058522
Audio ISBN: 9781427290922
Ebook ISBN: 9781466862753
Audio ISBN: 9781427290939

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Early Reader Review Campaign
Promotion on CriminalElement.com
Library Marketing Campaign
Social Media Campaign
Series Facebook:
Facebook.com/TheWalkingDeadNovels
(1.2 M)

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
Robert Kirkman's The Walking Dead: Search
and Destroy
9/2017 | 9781250112323
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Robert Kirkman's The Walking Dead:
Invasion
6/2016 | 9781250089496
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Robert Kirkman's The Walking Dead: Descent
10/2015 | 9781250067913
Mass Market | $7.99 / $9.99 Can.

She has weathered over four years of the apocalypse. She has done things that
she would not have dreamt of doing in her darkest nightmares. But she has
survived. And now, she has staked a claim in the plague-ravaged city of Atlanta.
It is a safe haven for her people, rising high above the walker-ridden streets, a
place of warmth and comfort.
But for Lilly Caul, something is missing...
She still dreams of her former home—the quaint little village known as
Woodbury—a place of heartache as well as hope. For Lilly, Woodbury, Georgia,
has become a symbol of the future, of family, of a return to normal life amidst
this hell on earth. The call is so powerful that Lilly decides to risk everything in
order to go back... to reclaim that little oasis in the wilderness.
Against all odds, against the wishes of her people, Lilly leads a ragtag group of
true believers back across the impossible landscape of walker swarms, flooded
rivers, psychotic bands of murderers, and dangers the likes of which she has
never known. Along the way, she discovers a disturbing truth about herself. She
is willing to go to the darkest place in order to survive, in order to save her
people, in order to do the one thing she knows she has to do: Return to
Woodbury.
PRAISE

Praise for The Walking Dead novels
“Descent maintains the series’ strength due to the author’s truly powerful ability to
describe the series’ world and to establish tone, pacing, kinesthetics, and every
other nut and bolt that holds a good novel together.” —Booklist on Descent
“An entertaining read.” —ComicBookMovie.com on The Road to Woodbury
ROBERT KIRKMAN is the creator of many popular comic books, including Walking Dead,
Invincible, and Super Dinosaur.
JAY BONANSINGA is a New York Times bestselling novelist whose debut novel, The Black
Mariah, was a finalist for a Bram Stoker award.
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I Need a Lifeguard Everywhere
but the Pool
Lisa Scottoline and Francesca Serritella
Get ready for some wit, wisdom, and warmth from this
collection by the bestselling duo.
The bestselling and “perennially hilarious” mother-daughter team is back with
this collection of stories from their real lives, guaranteed to make you laugh out
loud. Join Lisa and Francesca as they regret drunk-shopping online, try smelldating, and explore the freedom of a hiatus from men - a Guyatus. They offer a
fresh and funny take on the triumphs and facepalm moments of modern life,
showing that when it comes to navigating the crazy world we live in, you’re
always your own best lifeguard.
E D U C AT I O N
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/12/2018
9781250059994 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 336 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Includes black-and-white photographs
throughout
Subrights: UK Rights: The Friedrich Agency
Translation Rights: The Friedrich Agency
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250059963
Audio ISBN: 9781427285904
Ebook ISBN: 9781466865266
Audio ISBN: 9781427285911

PRAISE

Praise for this series:
“True tales of how we live now from a mother and daughter who are best
pals—and a very funny writing team.” —People (“Best Beach Book”)
“We get to be flies on the wall as the mother-daughter team fights, makes up, and
hurls barbs just like you and your mom.” —O, The Oprah Magazine (“Perfect
Summer Must Read”)
“Guaranteed laughs: Short, sharp musings on life from perennially hilarious
mom-daughter duo.” —Good Housekeeping

MARKETING

Online Publicity
Reading Group Gold Selection
Book Club Outreach
Email Marketing Campaign
Social Media Campaign
Author Website: scottoline.com
Active on Facebook:
Facebook.com/LisaScottoline (77,000
followers)

LISA SCOTTOLINE is a bestselling and Edgar Award-winning author and a columnist for The
Philadelphia Inquirer. She has been published in thirty countries. She lives in the Philadelphia area
with an array of pets.
FRANCESCA SCOTTOLINE SERRITELLA graduated cum laude from Harvard University, where
she won the Thomas Temple Hoopes Prize, the Le Baron Russell Briggs Fiction Prize and the
Charles Edmund Horman Prize for her creative writing. She lives in New York with one dog and one
cat, so far.

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
I've Got Sand In All the Wrong Places
6/2017 | 9781250059987
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Does This Beach Make Me Look Fat?: True
Stories and Confessions
6/2016 | 9781250059970
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Have a Nice Guilt Trip
6/2015 | 9781250068835
Trade Paperback | $14.99 / $17.50 Can.
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The New York Times Hardest
Crosswords Volume 2
50 Friday and Saturday Puzzles to Challenge Your Brain
Edited by Will Shortz
The next in a new series featuring only the toughest crossword
puzzles from The New York Times

GAMES & ACTIVITIES /
CROSSWORDS
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/19/2018
9781250181824 | $11.99 / $15.99 Can.
Spiral Bound | 64 pages | Carton Qty: 80
11 in H | 8.5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press

Are you up for the challenge? Many puzzle fans love the deviously difficult New
York Times Friday and Saturday crosswords: They’re the hardest puzzles around,
and once you’ve conquered them, you’re a true Puzzlemaster!
- 50 New York Times Friday and Saturday crosswords
- Edited by crossword legend Will Shortz
- Spiral binding for convenient lay-flat solving
WILL SHORTZ, puzzle editor of The New York Times since 1993, also founded and directs the
annual American Crossword Puzzle Tournament and the World Puzzle Championship. He is the
Puzzlemaster for NPR’s “Weekend Edition Sunday.” Shortz lives in Pleasantville, New York.

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Online Promotion with the New York
Times
Author Website: willshortz.com
Active on Facebook:
facebook.com/NewYorkTimesCrosswordPu
(7400 followers)
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The New York Times Think
About It Thursday Crosswords
50 of the Week's Wittiest Puzzles from The New York Times
Edited by Will Shortz
Only the wittiest, wackiest New York Times crossword puzzles
in this collection!

GAMES & ACTIVITIES /
CROSSWORDS
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/26/2018
9781250181855 | $11.99 / $15.99 Can.
Spiral Bound | 64 pages | Carton Qty: 80
11 in H | 8.5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press

You know you're a seasoned puzzle solver when you can crack the tricky,
outside-the-box New York Times Thursday crossword! These medium-difficulty
puzzles will fire up your brain and tickle your funny bone.
- 50 pun-filled Thursday puzzles
- Convenient lay-flat spiral format
- Edited by the #1 name in crosswords, Will Shortz
WILL SHORTZ, puzzle editor of The New York Times since 1993, also founded and directs the
annual American Crossword Puzzle Tournament and the World Puzzle Championship. He is the
Puzzlemaster for NPR’s “Weekend Edition Sunday.” Shortz lives in Pleasantville, New York.

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Online Promotion with the New York
Times
Author Website: willshortz.com
Active on Facebook:
facebook.com/NewYorkTimesCrosswordPu
(7400 followers)
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The New York Times Easy
Crosswords for the Plane, Train,
Car, or Bar
200 Removable Monday and Tuesday Puzzles to Pass the Time
Edited by Will Shortz
200 easy New York Times crossword puzzles with removable
pages for solving on the go

GAMES & ACTIVITIES /
CROSSWORDS
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/26/2018
9781250181862 | $12.99 / $16.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 240 pages | Carton Qty: 32
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press

Easy puzzles are the best! They offer the intellectual challenge, the vocabulary
building, and the sheer fun of solving, but won’t have you tearing your hair out.
Plus, these puzzles are printed on removable pages so you can take them out or
hand one to a friend. Enjoy the thrill of filling in that last little box!
- 200 easy Times crosswords
- Convenient, travel-size volume with perforated pages
- Edited by the #1 name in crosswords, Will Shortz
WILL SHORTZ, puzzle editor of The New York Times since 1993, also founded and directs the
annual American Crossword Puzzle Tournament and the World Puzzle Championship. He is the
Puzzlemaster for NPR’s “Weekend Edition Sunday.” Shortz lives in Pleasantville, New York.

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Online Promotion with the New York
Times
Author Website: willshortz.com
Active on Facebook:
facebook.com/NewYorkTimesCrosswordPu
(7400 followers)
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Trophy Son
A Novel
Douglas Brunt
"Keenly observed and provocative." - Sports Illustrated
Anton Stratis has the physical gifts to become the greatest tennis player in the
world. But at what cost? A modern coming-of-age story in the era of
overscheduled, overstructured youth, Trophy Son tells the story of a tennis
prodigy from his childhood through a career in professional tennis, including
Wimbledon and the U.S. Open, a world full of drama and big egos. Struggling to
find a balance between fame and family amidst his rocketing star power in the
tennis world, Anton’s life and career are marked with deeply felt emotions,
exhilarating highs and desolate lows, scandals, fame, and inner battles.
F I C T I O N / L I T E R A RY
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/5/2018
9781250183170 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 288 pages | Carton Qty: 28
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK: Lane Zachary
Translation: Lane Zachary
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250114808
Ebook ISBN: 9781250114815
Audio ISBN: 9781427286208

MARKETING

Online Publicity
Book Club Outreach
Discussion Guide Available Online
Reading Group Gold Selection
Academic Marketing Campaign
Email Marketing Campaign
Social Media Campaign
Author Website: http://douglasbrunt.com/
Active On Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/dougbrunt
(6,683 followers)
Active on Twitter: https://twitter.com
/dougbrunt

Drawing on numerous interviews with some of the top players in professional
tennis, Trophy Son offers an inside look at life on the Tour, both on and off the
court, as well as an examination of what it costs to get there and what it takes to
live a full life after.
PRAISE

"Trophy Son brings Conroy's The Great Santini and Malamud's The Natural into
the present day, tackling our dangerous obsession with youth athletics and
single-sport specialization. A terrific book." - Harlan Coben
"Trophy Son is a fascinating look at what sporting professionals sacrifice in order
to succeed." - Associated Press
"Convincingly renders a pro-sports fishbowl peopled by drug-enhanced,
endorsement-emblazoned warriors - and the attempts of one weary soldier to
escape with his soul." - Vogue
Until 2011, DOUGLAS BRUNT was CEO of Authentium, Inc., an internet security company. He is
the author of two previous novels, The New York Times bestselling Ghosts of Manhattan and The
Means. A Philadelphia native, he lives in New York with his wife and their three children.
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The Map That Leads to You
J. P. Monninger
The most romantic novel of the summer — a book that has
been praised by Nicholas Sparks as "unforgettable."
Heather Mulgrew’s world is already mapped out: she is going to travel abroad
with her friends after college, come back to a great career in September, and
head into a life where not much is left to chance. But that was before an
encounter on an overnight train introduces her to Jack, a passionate adventurer
who changes the course of her journey and her life.

F I C T I O N / C O N T E M P O R A RY
WOMEN
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/12/2018
9781250060778 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 400 pages | Carton Qty: 20
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250060761
Audio ISBN: 9781427286284
Ebook ISBN: 9781466866560
Audio ISBN: 9781427286277

MARKETING

Online Publicity
Early Reader Review Campaign
Featured Title on ReadingGroupGold.com
Discussion Guide Available Online
Blog Outreach
Email Marketing Campaign
Social Media Campaign

Throwing Heather's careful itinerary to the wind, they follow Jack's grandfather's
journal through post-World War II era Europe: Vienna, Budapest, Turkey
—exotic places that serve only to heighten their feelings. As September looms,
Jack urges Heather to stay with him, to keep traveling, to give in to the romance
of their experience; Heather convinces him to return to the United States.
Jack has a secret that could change everything. And Heather’s world is about to
be shaken to the core.
The Map That Leads to You is a breathtaking novel about love, loss, and the
best-laid plans that are meant to be broken.
PRAISE

“Romantic and unforgettable.” —Nicholas Sparks
"Monninger’s debut novel will strike a chord with fans of Nicholas Sparks’
sweeping and sentimental tales." —Booklist
“JP Monninger has written a beautiful novel about the joys of friendship, the risk
of romantic love and the power of a secret to unravel a future that appears to offer
every possibility of happiness.” —Adriana Trigiani
J.P. MONNINGER, author of The Map That Leads to You, is an award-winning writer in New
England and Professor of English at Plymouth State University.
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The Animal Lover's Guide to
Changing the World
Practical Advice and Everyday Actions for a More Sustainable,
Humane, and Compassionate Planet
Stephanie Feldstein
A practical, far-reaching exploration of how anyone who cares
about animals can take action in their own lives and beyond to
create a better world for us and them

N AT U R E / A N I M A L R I G H T S
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/5/2018
9781250153258 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 256 pages | Carton Qty: 32
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Irene Goodman Literary
Agency
Translation Rights: Irene Goodman Literary
Agency

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Early Reader Reviews
Email Marketing Campaign
Social Media Campaign
Author Website: stephaniefeldstein.com/
Author Twitter: @sfeldstein

The Animal Lover's Guide to Changing the World is the book for everyone who
loves animals and wants to live a more animal-friendly life, even if they aren’t
ready to join a movement or give up bacon. With Stephanie Feldstein's guidance,
just a few small lifestyle changes can have a huge impact.
The numbers are daunting. With 7.4 billion people on the planet — a number
that’s doubled over the past 50 years as wildlife populations have plummeted by
half, wildlife is going extinct at the fastest rate since the dinosaurs. Three to four
million dogs and cats are killed in shelters every year; billions of chickens, pigs,
and cows are killed for food; and countless animals are killed in research labs or
their habitat. So what can we do?
THE ANIMAL LOVERS’ GUIDE TO CHANGING THE WORLD will show
readers how to take action — online and in real life — to create a better world
for us and the animals we love. It starts with changes as simple as taking a
shorter shower, skipping meat once a week, wearing "this" not "that," and
extends to political action.
Stephanie Feldstein's message is not one of doom and gloom. It's inspiring and
empowering. The animals need us; so let's get on with some world changing!
PRAISE

“Too many animal advocates have a lot of passion, but they’re not sure how to
actually make a difference. Stephanie Feldstein both wants to build a kinder world
and knows how to make it happen. In fact, she’s been doing it for years. I can’t
wait to tout her book when it’s out.” —Paul Shapiro, Vice President, Farm Animal
Protection, The Humane Society of the United States
Feldstein is the Population and Sustainability Director at the Center for Biological Diversity, where
she heads a national program that addresses the connection between human population growth,
overconsumption, and the wildlife extinction crisis. She created the innovative Take Extinction Off
Your Plate campaign feature, and her work has been featured in The Huffington Post, NPR's The
Salt, Salon, The Guardian, The Washington Post and more.
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California Summer
Anita Hughes
California Summer is a charming and beautiful love story about
a former Hollywood producer who trades her cast list in for
cookbooks in the hopes of following her dreams and finding
new love.
Ben and Rosie are Hollywood’s newest director/producer dream team. After
hitting it big at Sundance, it seems that their ten years of love and hard work are
finally paying off. Rosie is happy making independent films, but Ben wants the
A-List celebrity package: a house in Beverly Hills, fancy cars in the driveway,
and his name on the biggest blockbusters. He’s willing to do anything, even
sleep with the most famous producer in town, to get them.
F I C T I O N / C O N T E M P O R A RY
WOMEN
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/19/2018
9781250166654 | $15.99 / $20.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 288 pages | Carton Qty: 28
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W

Rosie is devastated by Ben’s affair, and she decides to take a break from show
business. She accepts her best friend's invitation to spend the summer at her
parents' estate in Montecito. It's far away from L.A., the perfect place to start
over.

Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: Janklow & Nesbit

In Montecito, Rosie meets a colorful cast of characters including Rachel, who
owns a chocolate store, and Josh, a handsome local who splits his time between
surfing and classic cars. Suddenly Rosie has new friends and a new purpose. She
opens a fish taco store in the village with her secret college recipe. Everyone is
buzzing about Rosie’s tacos, including Colby, the “it” teen heartthrob who writes
a Billboard hit song about Rosie following her dreams. The store is an instant
sensation, but Rosie knows that success comes with a price, and the price might
be losing Josh.

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Early Reader Review Campaign
Featured Title on ReadingGroupGold.com
Email Marketing Campaign
Social Media Campaign
Active on Facebook: /AnitaHughesAuthor
Active on Twitter: @hughesanita
Author Website: AnitaHughesBooks.com

CALIFORNIA SUMMER is a touching and romantic story about following your
dreams but not letting them get in the way of love.
PRAISE

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
Christmas in London: A Novel
10/2017 | 9781250145796
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Emerald Coast: A Novel
8/2017 | 9781250130877
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
White Sand, Blue Sea: A St. Barts Love Story
4/2017 | 9781250117090
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.

"Emerald Coast is a beautiful, compelling beach read, a curl-up-in-bed read, an
everywhere read. You will be transported." —Sheila Weller, New York Times
bestselling author of Girls Like Us
"Emerald Coast delivers a sexy, sunlit, romantic escape, whisking the reader to the
picturesque town of Porto Cervo, with all the tastes, sights, and feelings that
accompany a glamorous seaside holiday — a great summer read!" —Amy Poeppel,
author of Small Admissions
ANITA HUGHES is the author of Monarch Beach, Market Street, Lake Como, French Coast, Rome
in Love, Island in the Sea, Santorini Sunsets, Christmas in Paris, White Sand, Blue Sea, Emerald
Coast, and Christmas in London. She attended UC Berkeley’s Masters in Creative Writing Program,
and lives in Dana Point, California, where she is at work on her next novel.
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Godsgrave
Book Two of the Nevernight Chronicle
Jay Kristoff
A ruthless young assassin continues her journey for revenge
in this new epic fantasy from New York Times bestselling
author Jay Kristoff.
The Nevernight Chronicle is a complex fantasy series about protagonist Mia
Corvere, a kick-butt, flawed heroine on a mission for revenge. Her tale takes
place in the immersive world of Godsgrave which, although based on ancient
Rome and Venice, is imaginative with many historical details provided by a
beloved snarky narrator.
F I C T I O N / FA N TA S Y / E P I C
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/19/2018
9781250170149 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 448 pages | Carton Qty: 20
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Includes 4 black-and-white double-page maps
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: Sanford J. Greenburger
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250073037
Ebook ISBN: 9781466885042
Audio ISBN: 9781427290250

MARKETING

New in Paperback Mentions
Social Media Promotion
Book Club Outreach

In a land where three suns almost never set, a ruthless assassin continues her
quest for vengeance. When it’s announced that Consul Scaeva – one of the men
responsible for destroying her familia – will be making a rare public appearance
at the conclusion of the grand games in Godsgrave, Mia defies the Red Church
of assassins and sells herself to a gladiatorial collegium for a chance to finally
end him. Upon the sands of the arena, Mia finds new allies, bitter rivals, and
more questions about her strange affinity for the shadows. But as conspiracies
unfold within the collegium walls, and the body count rises, Mia will be forced
to choose between love and revenge, and uncover a secret that could change the
very face of her world.
New York Times and internationally bestselling author Jay Kristoff’s writing has
been praised by critics and readers alike and has won many awards, including
four Aurealis Awards, an ABIA, and David Gemmell Morningstar and Legend
awards.
Full of plot twists and gore, Godsgrave is sure to please Jay’s rabid fans and
bring new readers to the trilogy.

A L S O AVA I L A B L E

PRAISE

Nevernight: Book One of the Nevernight
Chronicle
6/2017 | 9781250132130
Trade Paperback | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.

"Through tragedy, betrayal, and victory, this glorious adventure thrills and
satisfies with cold violence, terrifying monsters, roaring crowds, and bloody
honor." —Publishers Weekly (starred review)

Endsinger: The Lotus War Book Three
9/2015 | 9781250066145
Trade Paperback | $17.99 / $24.99 Can.
Kinslayer: The Lotus War Book Two
9/2014 | 9781250053947
Trade Paperback | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.

"Sexier, grittier, fiercer, bloodier — Jay Kristoff’s Godsgrave is an action-packed
showstopper." —USA Today
JAY KRISTOFF is the New York Times bestselling author of The Lotus War, The Illuminae Files and
The Nevernight Chronicle. He is the winner of four Aurealis Awards, an ABIA, nominee for the
Locus award, David Gemmell Morningstar and Legend awards, and published in over thirty
countries. He is as surprised about all of this as you are. He abides in Melbourne with his secret
agent kung-fu assassin wife, and the world’s laziest Jack Russell. He does not believe in happy
endings.
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Never Quit
From Alaskan Wilderness Rescues to Afghanistan Firefights as
an Elite Special Ops PJ
Jimmy Settle with Don Rearden
Now in paperback, the epic memoir of an Alaskan pararescue
jumper, Special Forces Operator, and decorated war hero.
“That Others May Live” is a mantra that defines the fearless men of Alaska’s
212th Pararescue Unit, the PJs, one of the most elite military forces on the
planet. Whether they are rescuing citizens injured and freezing in the Alaskan
wilderness or saving wounded Rangers and SEALS in blazing firefights at war,
the PJs are the least known and most highly trained of America’s warriors.
B I O G R A P H Y & AU TO B I O G R A P H Y
/ M I L I TA RY
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/5/2018
9781250130297 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 28
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Plus one 16-page color photograph insert
Subrights: Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press
UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250102997
Ebook ISBN: 9781250103000

MARKETING

National Broadcast Publicity
National Print Publicity
Online Publicity

Never Quit is the true story of how Jimmy Settle, an Alaskan shoe store clerk,
became a Special Forces Operator and war hero. After being shot in the head
during a dangerous high mountain operation in the rugged Watapur Valley in
Afghanistan, Jimmy returns to battle with his teammates for a heroic rescue, the
bullet fragments stitched over and still in his skull. In a cross between a suicide
rescue mission and an against-all-odds mountain battle, his team of PJs risk their
lives again in an epic firefight. When his helicopter is hit and begins leaking
fuel, Jimmy finds himself in the worst possible position as a rescue specialist
—forced to leave members from his own team behind. Jimmy will have to risk
everything to get back into the battle and bring back his brothers.
From death-defying Alaskan wilderness training, wild rescues, and vicious
battles against the Taliban and Al Qaeda, this is an explosive special operations
memoir unlike any that has come before, and the true story of a man from
humble beginnings who became an American hero.
PRAISE

"Settle, a gifted storyteller, takes us into the world of intense PJ training. . . . More
than an adventure story, it's a testament to ambition, persistence, spirit and
resilience. It should be widely read." —Alaska Dispatch News
"The thrills come a mile a minute . . . . Settle delves into his hair-raising training
experiences and rescue missions in Alaska. . . . This is classic military writing, and
Settle’s stories will be readily enjoyed by those seeking to know more about this
unusual military force." —Booklist
JIMMY SETTLE is an accomplished Pararescue Specialist in the Air Force, now retired. He was
awarded a Purple Heart and an Airman’s Medal and with commendations for Valor in Afghanistan.
He is credited for saving 38 lives, and assisting in 28 others in combat, and others in the Alaskan
wilderness. He lives outside of Seattle.
DON REARDEN is a professor, a produced screenwriter, and the author of The Washington Post
Notable novel, The Raven’s Gift. He lives in Anchorage, Alaska.
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The Last Place You Look
A Mystery
Kristen Lepionka
Kinsey Millhone meets Serial, The Last Place You Look is a
head-on collision between an allegedly closed case and a
tenacious, troubled private investigator who doesn’t know
when to quit.

F I C T I O N / M YS T E RY &
D E T E C T I V E / P R I VAT E
I N V E S T I G ATO R S
Minotaur Books | 6/12/2018
9781250181305 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 336 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250120519
Ebook ISBN: 9781250120526

MARKETING

New in Paperback Mentions
Online Promotion
Online Publicity
Tie-In with What You Want to See (5/1/18)
Author Twitter: @KMLWrites
Author Facebook: /KMLWrites
Author Instagram: @kmlwrites
Visit KristenLepionka.com

Nobody knows what happened to Sarah Cook. The beautiful blonde teenager
disappeared fifteen years ago, the same night her parents were brutally murdered
in their suburban Ohio home. Her boyfriend Brad Stockton—black and from the
wrong side of the tracks—was convicted of the murders and is now on death
row. Though he’s maintained his innocence all along, the clock is running out.
His execution is only weeks away when his devoted sister insists she spied Sarah
at an area gas station. Willing to try anything, she hires PI Roxane Weary to look
at the case and see if she can locate Sarah.
Brad might be in a bad way, but private investigator Roxane Weary isn’t doing
so hot herself. Still reeling from the recent death of her cop father in the line of
duty, her main way of dealing with her grief has been working as little and
drinking as much as possible. But Roxane finds herself drawn in to the story of
Sarah’s vanishing act, especially when she links the disappearance to one of her
father’s unsolved murder cases involving another teen girl.
The stakes get higher as Roxane discovers that the two girls may not be the only
beautiful blonde teenagers who’ve turned up missing or dead. As her
investigation gets darker and darker, Roxane will have to risk everything to find
the truth. Lives depend on her cracking this case—hers included.
PRAISE

"A remarkably accomplished debut mystery, with sensitive character
development."—Booklist (starred review)

A L S O AVA I L A B L E

"This suspenseful, original, and confident debut will please fans of the hardboiled
PI genre."—Library Journal (starred review)

What You Want to See
5/2018 | 9781250120533
Hardcover | $25.99 / $33.99 Can.

"Action-packed...Lepionka has created an appealing, relatable lead."—Publishers
Weekly
Kristen Lepionka grew up mostly in her local public library, where she could be found with a big
stack of adult mysteries before she was out of middle school. Her writing has been selected for
McSweeney’s Internet Tendency, Grift, and Black Elephant. She is also the editor of Betty Fedora, a
semi-annual journal that publishes feminist crime fiction and lives in Columbus, Ohio, with her
partner and two cats.
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A Killing in the Hills
Julia Keller
This reissue is part of the Minotaur Signature Editions program.
What's happening in Acker's Gap, West Virginia? Three elderly men are gunned
down over their coffee at a local diner, and seemingly half the town is there to
witness the act. Still, it happened so fast, and no one seems to have gotten a
good look at the shooter. Was it random? Was it connected to the spate of drug
violence plaguing poor areas of the country just like Acker's Gap? Or were Dean
Streeter, Shorty McClurg, and Lee Rader targeted somehow?

F I C T I O N / M YS T E RY &
DETECTIVE / WOMEN SLEUTHS
Minotaur Books | 6/5/2018
9781250184351 | $9.99 / $9.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 384 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Sanford J. Greenberger
Associates
Translation Rights: Sanford J. Greenberger
Associates
Other Available Formats:
Mass Market ISBN: 9781250130266
Trade Paperback ISBN: 9781250028754
Ebook ISBN: 9781250018069

One of the witnesses to the brutal incident was Carla Elkins, teenaged daughter
of Bell Elkins, the prosecuting attorney for Raythune County, WV. Carla was
shocked and horrified by what she saw, but after a few days, she begins to
recover enough to believe that she might be uniquely placed to help her mother
do her job.
After all, what better way to repair their fragile, damaged relationship? But
could Carla also end up doing more harm than good—in fact, putting her own
life in danger?
In this powerful, intricate debut from a Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist, a
mother and a daughter try to do right by a town and each other before it's too
late.
PRAISE

"Combines gripping suspense, a fabulous sense of place and nuanced characters."
—Karin Slaughter
"A gripping, beautifully-crafted murder mystery...Great reading." —Scott Turow
"A terrific debut—atmospheric, suspenseful, assured." —Laura Lippman
"Outstanding . . . Keller does a superb job showing both the natural beauty of
Appalachia and the hopeless anger of the people trapped there in poverty."
—Publishers Weekly (starred, Pick of the Week)
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The Gypsy Moth Summer
A Novel
Julia Fierro
"The Gypsy Moth Summer plunges the reader into a hazy, hot
daydream of hidden truth, scandal, and racial prejudice." - Jodi
Picoult, author of Small Great Things

F I C T I O N / C O N T E M P O R A RY
WOMEN
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/5/2018
9781250087522 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 400 pages | Carton Qty: 20
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK: Lippincott Massie McQuilkin
Translation: Lippincott Massie McQuilkin
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250087515
Ebook ISBN: 9781250087539

It is the summer of 1992 and a gypsy moth invasion blankets Avalon Island, an
islet off the coast of Long Island. Leslie Day Marshall—only daughter of
Avalon’s most prominent family—returns to live in “The Castle,” the island's
grandest estate. Leslie’s husband Jules is African-American, and their children
biracial, and islanders from both sides of the tracks form fast and dangerous
opinions about the new arrivals.
Maddie Pencott LaRosa straddles those tracks: a teen queen with roots in the
tony precincts of East Avalon and the crowded working class corner of West
Avalon, home to Grudder Aviation factory, the island's bread-and-butter. Maddie
falls in love with Brooks, Leslie’s and Jules’ son, and that love feels as urgent to
Maddie as the questions about the new and deadly cancers showing up across
the island.
Vivid with young lovers, gangs of anxious outsiders; a plotting aged matriarch, a
demented military patriarch; and a troubled young boy, The Gypsy Moth Summer
is about love, gaps in understanding, and the struggle to connect: within
families, among friends, between neighbors and entire generations.

MARKETING

Online Publicity
Book Club Outreach
Discussion Guide Available Online
Reading Group Gold Selection
Email Marketing Campaign
Author Website: http://www.juliafierro.com
/author/
Active On Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/juliafierroauthor
Active on Twitter: https://twitter.com
/JuliaFierro (10,100 followers)

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
Cutting Teeth: A Novel
7/2015 | 9781250068408
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $18.50 Can.

PRAISE

"Fierro brings a light touch to bear on the most important subjects." - Francine
Prose, author of Mister Monkey
"Irresistible storytelling." - Amy Bloom, bestselling author of Away
"A deeply satisfying tale." - Kaitlyn Greenidge, author of We Love You, Charlie
Freeman
JULIA FIERRO is the author of the novels The Gypsy Moth Summer and Cutting Teeth. Her work
has been published in Buzzfeed, Glamour, The Millions, Poets & Writers, Time Out New York, and
other publications. A graduate of the Iowa Writer’s Workshop, Julia founded The Sackett Street
Writers' Workshop, a creative home to more than 3,500 writers in NYC, Los Angeles and online, in
2002.
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Breathless
Celeste Bradley and Susan Donovan
Bestselling authors Celeste Bradley and Susan Donovan will
sweep you away—across continents and centuries, combining
the best of all worlds in one unforgettable romantic saga.
A sensuous, delightful romantic women’s fiction novel from New York Times
bestselling authors Celeste Bradley and Susan Donovan!

FICTION / ROMANCE /
C O N T E M P O R A RY
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/5/2018
9781250008060 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 384 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W | 1 lb Wt
Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
National Advertising
Blog Outreach
NetGalley Outreach
Early Reader Review Campaign
Email Marketing Campaign
Online Promotion at
HeroesandHeartbreakers.com
SMP Romance Social Media Promotion
Promotion at Romance Conferences
Visit Celestebradley.com
Visit Susandonovan.com
Active on Facebook:
Facebook.com/CelesteBradleyAuthor, 2.5k
Likes
Active on Facebook:
Facebook.com/SusanDonovanFanPage,
1.1K Likes
Active on Twitter:
Twitter.com/CelesteBradley_, 1.2K
Followers
Active o...

She was “the Swan.” London’s premiere courtesan. Men want to be with her.
Women loathe her success and yet admire her beauty, her riches, her
independence. But when the jealous wife of her lover moves to have the Swan
banished from her home on the high seas, she winds up crashed against Spain’s
rocky coast with no shoes, no clothes—and no name. Taken in by a tortured,
sensuous man known as The Artist, the Swan comes to know the woman she
wants to be—her artist’s siren.
When Art Professor Brenna Anderson is in danger of losing her post at Harvard,
the rule-following, prim professor is at a loss of how to salvage the shreds of her
life. But when a new painting in the mysterious Siren collection is discovered in
a dusty old house in France, Brenna does the unthinkable—hops on a plane to
uncover the identity of the beautiful, enigmatic woman who is the subject of the
paintings.
There’s just one hitch—the frustrating, irritating, bold and beautiful art hunter
Fitch Wilder is also looking for the Siren. He’s been a thorn in Brenna’s
professional side for years, but when their individual quests lead them to team
up despite being enemies, a whole new sumptuous world of art and culture
opens up for the two of them. And with it, they enter a realm of passion and
love…
PRAISE

“The Courtesan's Guide to Getting Your Man is a bold, daring and incredibly sexy
romance. Celeste Bradley and Susan Donovan have outdone themselves!”
—Christina Dodd, New York Times bestselling author
Celeste Bradley is the NYT bestselling author of more than 20 novels. She loves art, history, animals
and books. She dislikes wasteful packaging and bathroom selfies. She has lived in eight U.S. states
but now resides permanently in New Mexico.
Susan Donovan is a NY Times bestselling author of twenty-seven novels and novellas, author coach,
and former journalist. PW calls her books “the perfect blend of romance and women’s fiction.” Visit
www.susandonovan.com and adobecottageretreat.com.

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
Stealing Taffy
8/2016 | 9781250008053
Mass Market | $7.99 / $10.99 Can.
With This Ring
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I Was Told to Come Alone
My Journey Behind the Lines of Jihad
Souad Mekhennet
“I was told to come alone. I was not to carry any identification,
and would have to leave my cell phone, audio recorder, watch,
and purse at my hotel. . . .”
For her whole life, Souad Mekhennet, a reporter for The Washington Post who
was born and educated in Germany, has had to balance the two sides of her
upbringing – Muslim and Western. She has also sought to provide a mediating
voice between these cultures, which too often misunderstand each other.
POLITICAL SCIENCE /
TERRORISM
St. Martin's Griffin | 6/12/2018
9781250180575 | $17.99 / $23.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 368 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781627798969
Hardcover ISBN: 9781627798976

In this compelling and evocative memoir, Mekhennet journeys behind the lines
of jihad, starting in the German cities where the 9/11 plotters were radicalized
and the Iraqi neighborhoods where Sunnis and Shia turned against one another,
and culminating on the Turkish/Syrian border region where ISIS is a daily
presence. In the Middle East and North Africa, she documents her chilling
run-ins with various intelligence services and shows why the Arab Spring never
lived up to its promise. She then returns to Europe, first in London, where she
uncovers the identity of the notorious ISIS executioner “Jihadi John,” and then
in France, Belgium, and native Germany, where terror has come to the heart of
Western civilization.

MARKETING

Online Publicity

Mekhennet’s background has given her unique access to the world’s most
wanted men, and she is not afraid to face personal danger to reach out to
individuals in the inner circles of Al Qaeda, the Taliban, ISIS, and their
affiliates; when she is told to come alone to an interview, she never knows what
awaits at her destination.
PRAISE

Longlisted for the Baillie Gifford Prize
"An enthralling and sometimes shocking blend of reportage and memoir from the
centers of jihadi networks in·the Middle East and North Africa." —The New
Yorker
"A brilliant narrative of risky first-person interviews and encounters." —Elle
"[An] arresting new book . . . A much-needed cry of tough, informed humanism,
needed now more than ever." —Christian Science Monitor
Souad Mekhennet is a national security correspondent for The Washington Post, and she has
reported on terrorism for The New York Times and other news organizations. She is the coauthor of
three previous books and was named a Young Global Leader by the World Economic Forum. She
was a Nieman Fellow at Harvard University and has also held fellowships at the Johns Hopkins
School of Advanced International Studies and the Geneva Center for Security Policy.
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According to a Source
A Novel
Abby Stern
"A delicious novel." —People
Ella Warren loves her job working for celebrity news magazine, The Life, as an
undercover reporter. Her evenings are spent using her alias to discreetly attend
red carpet events, nightclubs, and Hollywood hotspots like the fabulous Chateau
Marmont, where her eyes are always peeled for the next big celebrity story.

F I C T I O N / C O N T E M P O R A RY
WOMEN
A Thomas Dunne Book for St. Martin's Griffin
| 6/5/2018
9781250181732 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 304 pages | Carton Qty: 28
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250106797
Ebook ISBN: 9781250106803
Audio ISBN: 9781427286437

When Ella’s new Devil Wears Prada-type boss starts a not-so-friendly
competition among the reporters to find an exclusive story or be fired, the stakes
are higher than ever. But is being in Hollywood’s elite inner circle worth
jeopardizing her friendship with budding actress Holiday Hall and her
relationships with her boyfriend and her family? As the competition grows
fiercer, her life becomes intertwined in a public scandal that may cost her
everything.
A juicy, big-hearted novel about a young woman who loses herself in a
fast-paced, glamorous world where finding your authentic self isn’t easy
PRAISE

"Such a fast, witty book with a dose of gravitas." —Goop
"Captures the Hollywood lifestyle perfectly." —PopSugar, 26 Brilliant Books You
Should Read This Spring

MARKETING

Online Publicity
Early Reader Review Campaign
Blog Outreach
Email Marketing Campaign
Social Media Campaign

"The slick sensation of Hollywood glamour combined with well-rounded
characters go down like expensive champagne." —LA Weekly
“I had SO much fun with this hysterical novel. Stern shows how Los Angeles is as
dangerous as Rikers Island, how celebrities truly can be as superficial as
Kardashians and glamorous as magic, all at once.” —Lucy Sykes, author of The
Knockoff
ABBY STERN has been a Hollywood insider and freelance celebrity reporter for over nine years.
She has covered red carpets and interviewed A-list celebrities for People Magazine, among other
places. According to a Source is her first novel.
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Dead Woman Walking
A Novel
Sharon Bolton
In this standalone thriller from master of suspense Sharon
Bolton, the sole survivor of a hot-air balloon crash witnesses a
murder as the balloon is falling.

F I C T I O N / M YS T E RY &
D E T E C T I V E / I N T E R N AT I O N A L
M YS T E RY & C R I M E
Minotaur Books | 6/19/2018
9781250181282 | $16.99
Trade Paperback | 368 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Transworld Publishers
Translation Rights: Transworld Publishers

Just before dawn in the hills near the Scottish border, a man murders a young
woman, an act that is witnessed by thirteen people directly above them in hot-air
balloon. A short while later, after a furious chase, the balloon crashes killing
nearly everyone on board. There is just one survivor. She’s seen the killer’s face
– but he’s also seen hers. And he won’t rest until he’s eliminated the only
witness to his crime.
Alone, scared, trusting no one, not even the police, forced to leave behind her
sister lying dead in the ruins of the crash, she goes on the run. But with the killer
on her trail, it becomes a race against the clock to find sanctuary. Before the
chase is over, it may not be only her life at risk.
Award winner Sharon Bolton’s latest nail-biting thriller will delight and astound
fans of psychological suspense, with a twist even her biggest fans won’t see
coming.

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250103444
Ebook ISBN: 9781250103451
Audio ISBN: 9781427290151

PRAISE

MARKETING

“This intelligent, eerie, compulsively readable book will enthrall fans of Thomas
Harris, who want to know why we look into the dark instead of away from it.”
—USA Today

New in Paperback Mentions
Online Promotion
Online Publicity
Author Twitter: @AuthorSJBolton
Author Facebook: /SJBoltonCrime
Visit SharonBolton.com

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
Daisy in Chains: A Novel
6/2017 | 9781250130068
Trade Paperback | $16.99
Little Black Lies: A Novel
4/2016 | 9781250080677
Trade Paperback | $16.99

Praise for Daisy in Chains

“No detail should be missed, no nuance overlooked in Bolton's chilling tale of a
master manipulator who leaves nothing to chance.” —Kirkus Reviews (starred
review)
“Bolton views her psychologically complex characters with such unsettling insight,
it's hard to evade certain cold truths.” —The New York Times Book Review
SHARON BOLTON is a Mary Higgins Clark Award winner and an ITW Thriller Award, CWA Gold
Dagger and Barry Award nominee. She lives near London, England. Sharon Bolton was previously
published as S.J. Bolton.

A Dark and Twisted Tide: A Novel
3/2015 | 9781250060495
Trade Paperback | $16.99 / $0.00 Can.
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A Cast of Vultures
A Mystery
Judith Flanders
“Whip-smart” (Louise Penny) amateur sleuth Samantha Clair
returns in the newest novel from Judith Flanders, the New York
Times bestselling and critically acclaimed author of A Murder
of Magpies.
There was every possibility that I was dead, and my brain hadn’t got the memo.
Or maybe it was that I wished I were dead. On reflection, that was more likely.
F I C T I O N / M YS T E RY &
DETECTIVE / WOMEN SLEUTHS
Minotaur Books | 6/19/2018
9781250183293 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Atlantic Books
Translation Rights: InkWell Management
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250087829
Ebook ISBN: 9781250087843

Normally sharp-witted, book editor Sam Clair stumbles through a post-launch
party morning with the hangover to end all hangovers. But before the Nurofen
has even kicked in, she finds herself entangled in an elaborate saga of missing
neighbors, suspected arson and an odd, unidentified body.
By the time the grisly news breaks that the fire has claimed another victim, Sam
is already hot in pursuit. Armed once again with her biting commentary, her
boyfriend Inspector Jake Field, and her stalwart Goth assistant, Sam must track
down the murderer and face a pair from Thugs ‘R’ Us in this uproariously funny
and fast-paced mystery.
PRAISE

MARKETING

Praise for A Bed of Scorpions

National Print Publicity
Early Reader Review Campaign
Online Publicity
Outreach to 100 Cozy Bloggers
Inclusion in Cozy Case Files Sampler
Criminal Element Promotion
Library Marketing Campaign

"Sam's second appearance (A Murder of Magpies, 2015, etc.) is a joy to read, filled
with diverting characters, a socially clumsy but clever heroine, and a mystery filled
with dubious characters." —Kirkus Reviews

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
A Howl of Wolves
5/2018 | 9781250087836
Hardcover | $26.99 / $34.99 Can.
Christmas: A Biography
10/2017 | 9781250118349
Hardcover | $24.99 / $34.99 Can.

"Art and money are the linchpins of Flanders’s enjoyable follow-up to 2015’s A
Murder of Magpies...The finer points of book design, the navigation of Sam and
Jake’s relationship, and a tense climax featuring archival shelving units add
texture to the narrative." —Publishers Weekly
JUDITH FLANDERS is the New York Times bestselling author of The Invention of Murder and one
of the foremost social historians of the Victorian era. Her book The Victorian City was a finalist for
the 2014 Los Angeles Times Book Prize. She lives in London.

A Bed of Scorpions: A Mystery
2/2017 | 9781250112378
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
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Exposed
A Rosato & DiNunzio Novel
Lisa Scottoline
From the New York Times bestselling author comes the
much-anticipated fifth book in the Rosato & DiNunzio thriller
series.
A BATTLE FOR JUSTICE PITS PARTNER AGAINST PARTNER...

FICTION / THRILLERS / LEGAL
St. Martin's Griffin | 7/17/2018
9781250099723 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 352 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Trident Media Group
Translation Rights: Trident Media Group
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250099716
Ebook ISBN: 9781250099730
Audio ISBN: 9781427285744
Audio ISBN: 9781427285751

MARKETING

Online Publicity
Online Advertising
Reading Group Gold Selection
Book Club Outreach
Email Marketing Campaign
Social Media Campaign
Author Website: scottoline.com
Active on Facebook:
Facebook.com/LisaScottoline (77,000
followers)

Mary DiNunzio wants to represent her old friend Simon Pensiera, a sales rep
who was wrongly fired by his company, but her partner Bennie Rosato
represents the parent company. When she confronts Mary, explaining this is a
conflict of interest, an epic battle of wills and legal strategy between the two
ensues—ripping the law firm apart, forcing everyone to take sides and turning
friend against friend.
SOMETIMES LOYALTY CAN BE LETHAL.
PRAISE

“Scottoline’s merging of the themes of her family-driven stand-alone thrillers with
her ongoing legal series continues to work splendidly.” –Booklist on Damaged
“Scottoline is an A-lister all the way, and her Rosato series is always an A-plus.”
–Booklist (starred review)
“Scottoline’s third entry in her Rosato & DiNunzio series does not disappoint.
Fans will be on the edge of their seats eager to discover what happens next.”
–Library Journal (starred review) on Corrupted
LISA SCOTTOLINE is a New York Times bestselling and Edgar Award–winning author of
twenty-eight novels. She has 30 million copies of her books in print in the U.S., she has been
published in thirty-five countries and her thrillers have been optioned for television and film. Lisa
writes a weekly column with her daughter, Francesca Serritella, for The Philadelphia Inquirer.
Those stories have been adapted into a series of bestselling memoirs. Lisa lives on a Pennsylvania
farm with an array of pets.

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
Corrupted: A Rosato & DiNunzio Novel
8/2016 | 9781250104618
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Betrayed: A Rosato & DiNunzio Novel
9/2015 | 9781250074362
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $18.50 Can.
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The Real Deal
Lauren Blakely
Sophie Kinsella meets Jennifer Crusie in your next favorite
romantic comedy, THE REAL DEAL!
April Hamilton wants you to know she hasn’t been on Craigslist since that time
she sold her futon after college. She doesn’t even spend that much time online.
And even if she did, she would not be looking up personal ads. But going home
alone for her family's summer reunion is an invitation for every single relative to
butt into her personal life. She simply can’t handle another blind date with the
butcher, the baker or the candlestick maker from her hometown. So when she
finds the Craigslist ad for a boyfriend-for-hire, she’s ready to pay to play.
Heading Home and Need a Buffer? I’m the REAL DEAL.
F I C T I O N / C O N T E M P O R A RY
WOMEN
St. Martin's Griffin | 7/10/2018
9781250165930 | $15.99 / $20.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 304 pages | Carton Qty: 28
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781250165947
Audio ISBN: 9781427298560

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
National Advertising
Blog Outreach
NetGalley Outreach
NetGalley Newsletter Feature Advertising
Early Reader Review Campaign
YPG Mailing
Email Marketing Campaign
Online Promotion at
HeroesandHeartbreakers.com
SMP Romance Social Media Promotion
Promotion at Romance Conferences
Visit www.laurenblakely.com
Active on Facebook:
Facebook.com/LaurenBlakelyBooks, 63.4K
Active on Twitter: @LaurenBlakely3,
19.3K

Theo Banks has been running from the past for years. He’s this close to finally
settling all his debts, and one more job as a boyfriend-for-hire will do the trick.
He’s no gigolo. Please. He’s something of an actor, and he knows how to slip
into any role, including pretending to be April’s new beau--the bad boy with the
heart of gold.
Even if it means sleeping in close quarters in that tiny little bed in her parents’
inn. Even if it means spinning tales of a romance that starts to feel all too true.
What neither one of them counts on is that amid the egg toss, the arm wrestling,
and a fierce game of Lawn Twister that has them tangled up together, they might
be feeling the real deal.
But can a masterful game of pretend result in true love?
PRAISE

Praise for The Knocked Up Plan
"A sexy, swoony, standalone with humor and heart. Lauren Blakely never fails to
deliver."- New York Times bestselling author Laurelin Paige
Praise for Joy Ride
"Perfection! Laugh out loud and as hot as hell--a witty ride from start to finish." USA Today Bestseller Tina Gephart
A #1 New York Times Bestselling author, Lauren Blakely is known for her contemporary romance
style that’s hot, sweet and sexy. She lives in California with her family and has plotted entire novels
while walking her dogs. With fourteen New York Times bestsellers, her titles have appeared on the
New York Times,USA Today, and Wall Street JournalBestseller lists more than eighty times, and
she’s sold more than 2 million books. She enjoys comedies, cake and good company.
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Class Mom
A Novel
Laurie Gelman
Laurie Gelman’s clever debut novel about a year in the life of a
kindergarten class mom—a brilliant send-up of the petty and
surprisingly cutthroat terrain of parent politics.
Jen Dixon is not your typical Kansas City kindergarten class mom—or mom in
general. She already has two college-age daughters by two different (probably)
musicians, and it’s her second time around the class mom block with
five-year-old Max—this time with a husband and father by her side. Though her
best friend and PTA President sees her as the “wisest” candidate for the job (or
oldest), not all of the other parents agree.
F I C T I O N / C O N T E M P O R A RY
WOMEN
St. Martin's Griffin | 7/24/2018
9781250192561 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 304 pages
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250124692
Ebook ISBN: 9781250124708
Audio ISBN: 9781427290779

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Book Club Outreach
Discussion Guide Available Online
Reading Group Gold Selection
Email Marketing Campaign
Social Media Campaign
Author Blog: https://blogs.babycenter.com
/author/lgelman/

From recording parents’ response times to her emails about helping in the
classroom, to requesting contributions of “special” brownies for curriculum
night, not all of Jen’s methods win approval from the other moms. Throw in an
old flame from Jen’s past, a hyper-sensitive “allergy mom,” a surprisingly sexy
kindergarten teacher, and an impossible-to-please Real Housewife-wannabe,
causing problems at every turn, and the job really becomes much more than she
signed up for.
Relatable, irreverent, and hilarious in the spirit of Maria Semple, this is a fresh,
welcome voice in fiction—the kind of novel that real moms clamor for, and a
vicarious thrill-read for all mothers, who will be laughing as they are liberated
by Gelman’s acerbic truths.
PRAISE

"Don’t miss this hilarious send-up of parental politics.”—People Magazine, Best
New Books feature
“Gelman's debut is a literary stand-up routine, and you might as well just give in:
this woman is going to get a laugh out of you.”—Kirkus Reviews
“Gelman’s debut draws a delightfully snarky character in Jen Dixon,
kindergarten-class mom and purveyor of jaw-dropping but spot-on class
updates…Snappy dialogue and quick pacing make this a fast and fun read…fans
of Jen Lancaster and Maria Semple will love meeting Jen Dixon.” —Booklist
Laurie Gelman was born and raised in the Great White North. She spent twenty-five years as a
broadcaster in both Canada and the United States before trying her hand at writing novels. Laurie
lives in New York City with her husband, Michael Gelman, and two teenage daughters. Class Mom
is her first book.
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Two Paths
America Divided or United
John Kasich
The New York Times bestseller about the urgent decision our
nation faces-- and how to choose the right path for America.
When Ohio governor John Kasich ran for president, his powerful message of
hope and togetherness struck a chord with American voters. In Two Paths:
America Divided or United, he carries that message forward by reflecting on the
tumultuous 2016 campaign, sharing his concerns for America and his hopes for
our future, and sounding a clarion call to reason and purpose, humility and
dignity, righteousness and calm.
B I O G R A P H Y & AU TO B I O G R A P H Y
/ POLITICAL
A Thomas Dunne Book for St. Martin's Griffin
| 7/17/2018
9781250181749 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 28
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Plus one 8-page color photograph insert

“The country never looked so grand and magnificent as it did from ten thousand
feet,” he writes of his time on the campaign trail, “and it was always a thrilling,
faith-affirming thing to look out our window and see the sun splashing across
Bryce Canyon in Utah, or the lights of the New York skyline at night as we flew
past the Statue of Liberty.... I’d look out and think what an honor it would be to
lead this great nation, what a blessing.”

Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press

The full story of the 2016 Presidential race will be written over time, but to
understand what it was to be on the front lines of one of the most divisive and
corrosive campaign battlegrounds in history, readers won’t find a richer, more
thoughtful firsthand account than this one—a frank, refreshing assessment of the
American dynamic and a clear path we might follow toward a more promising
tomorrow.

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250138460
Ebook ISBN: 9781250138477
Audio ISBN: 9781427291905
Audio ISBN: 9781427291912

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
National Broadcast Publicity
Organizational Outreach
Author on Twitter: @JohnKasich (847k
Followers)

JOHN KASICH is the Governor of Ohio and a former U.S. presidential candidate. As a U.S.
Congressman, he was Chairman of the powerful House Budget Committee the last time the budget
was balanced, and he served for 18 years on the Armed Services Committee. Like Two Paths, his
three previous books were all New York Times bestsellers: Courage is Contagious; Stand for
Something; and Every Other Monday. He and his wife Karen have twin teenage daughters.
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King of the Dancehall
Nick Cannon
A heartpounding, exhilarating novel based on the hot new
movie from Nick Cannon.

FICTION / AFRICAN AMERICAN
St. Martin's Griffin | 7/17/2018
9781250113245 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 224 pages | Carton Qty: 36
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W

The coming of age story of Tarzan Brixton; a product of the harsh and merciless
Brooklyn projects. After being released from a 5 year prison sentence for an
armed robbery gone sideways, he makes a vow to his dying mother to change
his ways. With his mother’s medical bills piling up, the temptation of the
criminal life becomes too real once again. His solution is to escape the rough
streets of New York for the equally ruthless beaches of Kingston, Jamaica. He
soon creates a drug running empire while falling in love with a beautiful
Jamaican woman named Maya. It’s through Maya that Tarzan becomes
captivated by the music, dance, and lifestyle of Jamaican Dancehall culture
which ultimately lifts him towards the path of righteousness.
PRAISE

Praise for the film KING OF THE DANCEHALL:
Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781250113252
Audio ISBN: 9781427286048
Audio ISBN: 9781427286055

MARKETING

National Broadcast Publicity
National Print Publciity
Early Reader Review Campaign
Online Publicity
Email Marketing Campaign
Blog Outreach
Social Media Campaign
Active on Facebook: 2.8 million likes
Active on Twitter: @NickCannon, 5 million
followers

"The film is reminiscent of a young Cannon on 2003's Love Don't Cost a Thing and
2002's Drumline." - Vibe
"Nick Cannon, the media mogul with many hats, has struck gold with his new
movie, King of the Dancehall." - Allhiphop.com
Nick Cannon is a successful, multi-faceted entertainer: comedian, TV executive producer and host,
film star/director, entrepreneur, philanthropist and children’s book author. He was cited by People
Magazine as one of the “Top 10 Most Successful Young People in Hollywood.” Presently he is host
of NBC’s “America’s Got Talent” which just began their 10th season in May.
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Fast Falls the Night
A Bell Elkins Novel
Julia Keller
In the next powerful mystery from Julia Keller, a murder
investigation leads West Virginia prosectuing attorney Bell
Elkins to the shattering truth about her own past.
The first drug overdose comes just after midnight, when a young woman dies on
the dirty floor of a gas station bathroom. To the people of Acker’s Gap, it is just
another tragedy. It is sad—but depressingly familiar.
But then there is another overdose. And another. And another.
F I C T I O N / M YS T E RY &
DETECTIVE / TRADITIONAL
Minotaur Books | 7/17/2018
9781250089625 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 28
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK rights: DeFiore and Company
Translation rights: DeFiore and Company
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250089618
Ebook ISBN: 9781250098368

MARKETING

New in Paperback Mentions
Social Media Promotion
Online Publicity
Book Club Outreach
Author Facebook: /Julia.Keller.Writer

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
Sorrow Road: A Novel
7/2017 | 9781250089595
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Last Ragged Breath: A Novel
7/2016 | 9781250044761
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Summer of the Dead: A Novel
7/2015 | 9781250044754
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $18.50 Can.

Prosecutor Bell Elkins soon realizes that her Appalachian hometown is facing its
grimmest challenge yet: an unprecedented number of heroin overdoses from a
batch tainted with a lethal tranquilizer. While the clock ticks and the bodies fall,
Bell and her colleagues desperately track the source of the deadly drug—and
engage in fierce debates over the wisdom of expending precious resources to
save the lives of self-destructive addicts.
Based on a real-life event, Fast Falls the Night takes place in a single 24-hour
period, unfurling against the backdrop of a shattering personal revelation that
will change Bell’s life forever.
PRAISE

Praise for Fast Falls the Night
“Keller's prose is so pure that her exploration of the desperate scourge of drugs
and poverty and her forecast of a grim future for her heroine is a joy to read. “
- Kirkus Reviews (starred review)
“Keller’s series featuring Bell Elkins is remarkable for its humanity and its fully
realized characters. Keller’s finely honed prose and emotional depth mark this
series as exceptional in the world of crime fiction.”
--Booklist (starred review)
JULIA KELLER spent twelve years as a reporter and editor for the Chicago Tribune, where she won
a Pulitzer Prize. A recipient of a Nieman Fellowship at Harvard University, she was born in West
Virginia and lives in Chicago and Ohio.
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LoveMurder
A Novel
Saul Black
In this new thriller from the author The New York Times calls
“shockingly good,” Detective Valerie Hart returns, this time
hunted by a killer as evil as she is brilliant and beautiful.

FICTION / THRILLERS / CRIME
St. Martin's Griffin | 7/24/2018
9781250185167 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 352 pages
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Gelfman Schneider
Translation Rights: Gelfman Schneider
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250057419
Ebook ISBN: 9781466861169
Audio ISBN: 9781427285485

MARKETING

Promotion on CriminalElement.com
Social Media Promotion
Online Publicity

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
The Killing Lessons: A Novel
6/2017 | 9781250133540
Trade Paperback | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
The Killing Lessons: A Novel
8/2016 | 9781250067555
Mass Market | $9.99 / $13.99 Can.

When she’s called to the murder scene, the last thing San Francisco Homicide
detective Valerie Hart is expecting is for Katherine Glass to walk back into her
life. Six years earlier, revulsion and fascination had gripped the nation in equal
measure, as beautiful, intelligent, charming—and utterly evil—Katherine Glass
had been convicted on six counts of Murder One. But the freshly-mutilated
corpse in the ground-floor apartment bears all the hallmarks of Katherine’s
victims. And then there’s the note, with its chilling implications. Addressed to
Valerie.
To stop the slaughter, Valerie has no choice. She must ask Katherine Glass to
help her decipher the killer’s twisted message. But that means re-entering the
pitch-black labyrinth that is Katherine’s mind, and this time Valerie isn’t so sure
which one of them will survive.
PRAISE

“Riveting . . . Black explores themes of love and trust, and doesn’t shy away from
Valerie’s complex emotional world. Sharp plotting and snappy dialogue propel the
action to an exciting conclusion.” —Publishers Weekly
“Black writes tension-release like a rock-ballad composer . . . A high-grade thriller
strong on character, police procedure, and page-flipping tension.” —Kirkus
(starred)
On The Killing Lessons:
“Shockingly good...It’s impossible not to be swept away by its propulsive
momentum...A dark and intensely disquieting book.” —The New York Times Book
Review
“Compelling…graphic and disturbing. Black utilizes the psychological edge of his
...
SAUL BLACK is the author of The Killing Lessons and lives in London.
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The Subway Girls
Susie Orman Schnall
From the author of The Balance Project comes a dual-timeline
narrative featuring a 1949 Miss Subways contestant and a
modern-day advertising executive whose careers and lives
intersect.

F I C T I O N / C O N T E M P O R A RY
WOMEN
St. Martin's Griffin | 7/10/2018
9781250169761 | $15.99 / $20.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 28
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781250169778
Audio ISBN: 9781427298218

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Book Club Outreach
Social Media Promotion
Books on the Subway Outreach
NetGalley Outreach
Blog Outreach
Early Reader Review Campaign
Email Marketing Campaign
Young to Publishing Outreach
Author Website:
http://www.susieschnall.com/
Author Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com
/SusieOrmanSchnall/
Author Twitter: https://twitter.com
/susieschnall

In 1949, dutiful and ambitious Charlotte's dream of a career in advertising is
shattered when her father demands she help out with the family business.
Meanwhile, Charlotte is swept into the glamorous world of the Miss Subways
beauty contest, which promises irresistible opportunities with its Park Avenue
luster and local fame status. But when her new friend—the intriguing and
gorgeous fellow-participant Rose—does something unforgivable, Charlotte must
make a heart-wrenching decision that will change the lives of those around her
forever.
Nearly 70 years later, outspoken advertising executive Olivia is pitching the
NYC subways account in a last ditch effort to save her job at an advertising
agency. When the charismatic boss she’s secretly in love with pits her against
her misogynistic nemesis, Olivia’s urgent search for the winning strategy leads
her to the historic Miss Subways campaign. As the pitch date closes in on her,
Olivia finds herself dealing with a broken heart, an unlikely new love interest,
and an unexpected personal connection to Miss Subways that could save her
job—and her future.
The Subway Girls is the charming story of two strong women, a generation
apart, who find themselves up against the same eternal struggle to find an
impossible balance between love, happiness, and ambition.
PRAISE

“A charming, inspiring tale, crossing two generations of ambitious young women,
striving against the odds to make their mark, find happiness—and figure out,
decades apart, if it’s ever possible to do both.” —Nicola Kraus, co-author of the #1
New York Times bestseller The Nanny Diaries
"Schnall has written a book that is smart and timely, offering an incisive take on
the changing opportunities for women in the workplace with a number of
satisfying surprises. Feels perfect for fans of Beatriz Williams and Liza
Klaussmann." —Taylor Jenkins Reid, acclaimed author of Maybe in Another Life
and One True Loves
Susie Orman Schnall grew up in Los Angeles and graduated from the University of Pennsylvania.
Her writing has appeared in publications including The New York Times, The Huffington Post,
POPSUGAR, Writer’s Digest, and Glamour. She is also the author of the award-winning novels On
Grace and The Balance Project. Susie has spoken extensively on work-life balance and is the
founder of The Balance Project interview series. She lives in Purchase, NY, with her husband and
their three sons.
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Cold Earth
A Shetland Mystery
Ann Cleeves
Cold Earth is the seventh book in Ann Cleeves’ beloved
Shetland series, which is now a major success for the BBC,
and available to stream in the US.
“Nothing short of riveting.” —Louise Penny
"Chilling...enough to freeze the blood." —Marilyn Stasio, The New York
Times Book Review

F I C T I O N / M YS T E RY &
DETECTIVE / WOMEN SLEUTHS
Minotaur Books | 7/3/2018
9781250182135 | $16.99
Trade Paperback | 400 pages | Carton Qty: 20
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Pan Macmillan
Translation Rights: Pan Macmillan
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250107381
Ebook ISBN: 9781250107398
Audio ISBN: 9781427288615

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Outreach to Public Television Stations
That Air Shetland
Criminal Element Promotion

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
The Glass Room: A Vera Stanhope Mystery
4/2018 | 9781250135728
Trade Paperback | $16.99

In the dark days of a Shetland winter, torrential rain triggers a landslide that
crosses the main road and sweeps down to the sea.
At the burial of his old friend Magnus Tait, Jimmy Perez watches the flood of
mud and water smash through a house in its path. Everyone thinks the home is
uninhabited, but in the wreckage he finds the body of a dark-haired woman
wearing a red silk dress. He soon becomes obsessed with tracing her identity.
Perez knows he must find out who she was and how she died.
PRAISE

“In true Christie fashion, Cleeves once more pulls the wool over our eyes with
cunning and conviction.” —Colin Dexter, author of the Inspector Morse series
“Intricate and engrossing...offers readers the pleasures of the traditional locked
room/isolated island mystery.” —The Washington Post Book World
"Cleeve's taut, atmospheric thriller will keep readers guessing until the last
page....Chilling."—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
ANN CLEEVES writes two series of traditional mysteries. The Vera Stanhope books have been
made into the hit series Vera starring Brenda Blethyn and is available in the U.S. through Amazon,
Hulu, and the Acorn Channel. The Shetland novels are being filmed by the BBC and are titled
Shetland. They are available in the U.S. on Netflix, Amazon Video, and PBS. In 2017, Ann was
awarded the CWA Diamond Dagger Award. She lives in England.

Hidden Depths: A Vera Stanhope Mystery
1/2018 | 9781250135179
Trade Paperback | $16.99
The Moth Catcher: A Vera Stanhope Mystery
9/2017 | 9781250144690
Trade Paperback | $16.99
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Blackout
A Thriller
Ragnar Jonasson
A huge bestseller in England, France, and Australia, the third
book in the Dark Iceland series from a spectacular new crime
writer.
"Easily the best yet. Beautifully written and elegantly paced with a plot that
only gradually becomes visible, as if the reader had been staring into the
freezing fog waiting for shapes to emerge."—The Guardian, UK (Readers'
Books of the Year 2016)
F I C T I O N / M YS T E RY &
D E T E C T I V E / I N T E R N AT I O N A L
M YS T E RY & C R I M E
Minotaur Books | 7/24/2018
9781250171061 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 28
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: DHH Literary Agency Ltd
Translation: DHH Literary Agency Ltd
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250171054

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Early Reader Review Campaign
Social Media Campaign
Email Marketing Campaign
Library Marketing Campaign
Promotion on CriminalElement.com
Author Facebook:
Facebook.com/RagnarJonassonWriter
Author Twitter: @Ragnar_Jo

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
Nightblind: A Thriller
12/2017 | 9781250096098
Hardcover | $25.99 / $33.99 Can.
Snowblind: A Thriller
1/2017 | 9781250096074
Hardcover | $25.99 / $36.99 Can.

"A chiller of a thriller whose style and pace are influenced by Jonasson’s
admiration for Agatha Christie. It’s good enough to share shelf space with
the works of Yrsa Sigurdardottir and Arnaldur Indridason, Iceland’s crime
novel royalty."—The Washington Post
On the shores of a tranquil fjord in Northern Iceland, a man is brutally beaten to
death on a bright summer's night. As the 24-hour light of the arctic summer is
transformed into darkness by an ash cloud from a recent volcanic eruption, a
young reporter leaves Reykajvik to investigate on her own, unaware that an
innocent person's life hangs in the balance. Ari Thor Arason and his colleagues
on the tiny police force in Siglufjordur struggle with an increasingly perplexing
case, while their own serious personal problems push them to the limit. What
secrets does the dead man harbour, and what is the young reporter hiding? As
silent, unspoken horrors from the past threaten them all, and the darkness
deepens, it's a race against time to find the killer before someone else dies...
Dark, terrifying and complex, Blackout is an exceptional, atmospheric thriller
from one of Iceland's finest crime writers.
PRAISE

"This is one book you won't be disappointed by. ... It's official, Jónasson has
written himself into my heart and onto my list of great crime writers."-The Crime
Book Blog on Blackout
"A classic crime story . . .first-rate and highly recommended." -Lee Child on
Snowblind
RAGNAR JONASSON was born in Iceland and works as an Attorney at Law and writer in
Reykjavik. Before embarking on a writing career, Ragnar translated fourteen Agatha Christie novels
into Icelandic. Ragnar is the co-founder of the Reykjavik international crime writing festival Iceland
Noir. He has appeared on panels at various crime fiction festivals, including Bouchercon and Left
Coast Crime in the US. Ragnar lives in Reykjavik with his wife and two daughters.
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Blackout
A Thriller
Ragnar Jonasson
A huge bestseller in England, France, and Australia, the third
book in the Dark Iceland series from a spectacular new crime
writer.
"Easily the best yet. Beautifully written and elegantly paced with a plot that
only gradually becomes visible, as if the reader had been staring into the
freezing fog waiting for shapes to emerge."—The Guardian, UK (Readers'
Books of the Year 2016)
F I C T I O N / M YS T E RY &
D E T E C T I V E / I N T E R N AT I O N A L
M YS T E RY & C R I M E
Minotaur Books | 7/24/2018
9781250171054 | $28.99 / $37.99 Can.
Hardcover | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: DHH Literary Agency Ltd
Translation: DHH Literary Agency Ltd
Other Available Formats:
Trade Paperback ISBN: 9781250171061

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Early Reader Review Campaign
Social Media Campaign
Email Marketing Campaign
Library Marketing Campaign
Promotion on CriminalElement.com
Author Facebook:
Facebook.com/RagnarJonassonWriter
Author Twitter: @Ragnar_Jo

"A chiller of a thriller whose style and pace are influenced by Jonasson’s
admiration for Agatha Christie. It’s good enough to share shelf space with
the works of Yrsa Sigurdardottir and Arnaldur Indridason, Iceland’s crime
novel royalty."—The Washington Post
On the shores of a tranquil fjord in Northern Iceland, a man is brutally beaten to
death on a bright summer's night. As the 24-hour light of the arctic summer is
transformed into darkness by an ash cloud from a recent volcanic eruption, a
young reporter leaves Reykajvik to investigate on her own, unaware that an
innocent person's life hangs in the balance. Ari Thor Arason and his colleagues
on the tiny police force in Siglufjordur struggle with an increasingly perplexing
case, while their own serious personal problems push them to the limit. What
secrets does the dead man harbour, and what is the young reporter hiding? As
silent, unspoken horrors from the past threaten them all, and the darkness
deepens, it's a race against time to find the killer before someone else dies...
Dark, terrifying and complex, Blackout is an exceptional, atmospheric thriller
from one of Iceland's finest crime writers.
PRAISE

"This is one book you won't be disappointed by. ... It's official, Jónasson has
written himself into my heart and onto my list of great crime writers."-The Crime
Book Blog on Blackout
"A classic crime story . . .first-rate and highly recommended." -Lee Child on
Snowblind
RAGNAR JONASSON was born in Iceland and works as an Attorney at Law and writer in
Reykjavik. Before embarking on a writing career, Ragnar translated fourteen Agatha Christie novels
into Icelandic. Ragnar is the co-founder of the Reykjavik international crime writing festival Iceland
Noir. He has appeared on panels at various crime fiction festivals, including Bouchercon and Left
Coast Crime in the US. Ragnar lives in Reykjavik with his wife and two daughters.
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Shakespeare's Champion
A Lily Bard Mystery
Charlaine Harris
#1 New York Times bestseller Charlaine Harris’s second book
in the Shakespeare series returns to print in this stunning
mystery.

F I C T I O N / M YS T E RY &
DETECTIVE / WOMEN SLEUTHS
Minotaur Books | 7/24/2018
9781250107329 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 224 pages | Carton Qty: 36
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK rights: JABberwocky
Translation rights: JABberwocky
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781250107312

Shakespeare, Arkansas, is a small Southern town with plenty of secrets, and
Charlaine Harris’s Lily Bard, fresh from her acclaimed debut in Shakespeare’s
Landlord, is just one more of its residents–albeit one harboring a few secrets of
her own–with a desire to live quietly.
Lily keeps to herself, between her job as a cleaning woman for several
townspeople and her visits to the gym, where she’s a devotee of karate and
bodybuilding. These two pursuits seem a bit odd for the petite Southern woman,
but as work and play, they keep her focused and balanced.
When a fellow gym member is found dead after a workout with a barbell across
his throat, Lily wants to believe it’s an accident. But looking at the incident
against the background of other recent events in Shakespeare, including a few
incidents that appear to be racially motivated, she’s afraid it could be a part of
something much, much bigger–and more sinister…in Shakespeare's Champion.
PRAISE

MARKETING

“Opening it is like diving into the water. It is shocking, chilling and fun” —
Louisville Courier-Journal, on Shakespeare’s Trollop

National Print Publicity
Online Advertising Campaign
Online Publicity
Facebook Advertising
Library Marketing Campaign

“Charlaine Harris is a talented writer who has created a most original and
compelling female sleuth. On a scale of 1 to 5, this is a 4 ½”— Tulsa World on
Shakespeare’s Trollop

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
Shakespeare's Landlord: A Lily Bard Mystery
4/2018 | 9781250107282
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $20.99 Can.
Sleep Like a Baby: An Aurora Teagarden
Mystery
9/2017 | 9781250090065
Hardcover | $25.99 / $36.99 Can.
All the Little Liars: An Aurora Teagarden
Mystery
8/2017 | 9781250090041
Mass Market | $7.99 / $10.99 Can.

“Charlaine Harris just keeps getting better. In each book, she delivers both a
compelling mystery and the equally absorbing story of a shattered woman who
rebuilds her life with strength and grace. Lily Bard’s quiet determination touches
many emotional levels. I adore this series.”— Margaret Maron, author of Home
Fires
CHARLAINE HARRIS is a New York Times bestselling author who has been writing for over thirty
years. She was born and raised in the Mississippi River Delta area. In addition to the Shakespeare
mysteries, she is also the author of the Aurora Teagarden mysteries, the Harper Connelly mysteries,
the Cemetery Girl mysteries, and the Sookie Stackhouse urban fantasy series, which is the basis for
the HBO show True Blood. Harris now lives in Texas with her husband.
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1965: The Most
Revolutionary Year in Music
Andrew Grant Jackson
A fascinating account of the music and epic social change of
1965, a defining year for Bob Dylan, The Beatles, The Rolling
Stones, The Who, James Brown and John Coltrane
Fifty years ago, friendly rivalry between musicians turned 1965 into the most
ground-breaking year in music history. It was the year rock and roll evolved into
the premier art form of its time and accelerated the drive for personal freedom
throughout the Western world.

M U S I C / H I S TO RY & C R I T I C I S M
A Thomas Dunne Book for St. Martin's Griffin
| 7/10/2018
9781250181718 | $17.99 / $23.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 368 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
includes one 8-page black-and-white photograph
section
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: The Viney Agency
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250059628
Ebook ISBN: 9781466864979

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
New in Paperback Mentions

The feedback loop between the artists and their times ignited an unprecedented
explosion of creativity. The Beatles made their first artistic statement with
Rubber Soul and performed at Shea Stadium, the first rock concert to be held in
a major American stadium. Bob Dylan released "Like a Rolling Stone, arguably
the greatest song of all time, and went electric at the Newport Folk Festival. And
the Rolling Stones's "Satisfaction" catapulted the band to world-wide success.
This was not only the year of rock as new genres such as funk and psychedelia
were born. Soul music became a prime force of desegregation as Motown
crossed out of the R&B charts on to the top of the Billboard Top 100. Country
music reached new heights with Nashville and the Bakersfield sound and
competition between musicians coincided with seismic cultural shifts wrought
by the Civil Rights Movement, Vietnam, psychedelics and fashion with designer
Mary Qaunt’s introduction of the miniskirt.
In 1965, Andrew Grant Jackson combines fascinating and often surprising
personal stories with a panoramic historical narrative.
PRAISE

“Jackson has a better ear than a lot of music writers, and one of the best parts of
this book is his many casual citings of songs that echo others… a lot of the best
insights come from writers who show us the familiar through fresh eyes, as
Jackson does.” —The Washington Post
“Jackson combines personal stories with a panoramic historical narrative of the
music and epic social change of 1965, a defining year for Bob Dylan, the Beatles,
the Rolling Stones, The Who, James Brown, and John Coltrane.” —Publishers
Weekly, "The Most Anticipated Books of Spring 2015"
ANDREW JACKSON is the author of Still the Greatest: The Essential Songs of the Beatles’ Solo
Careers. He directed and co-wrote the feature film The Discontents (2004) starring Amy Madigan.
He has written for Slate’s ‘Blogging the Beatles,’ Yahoo!, music magazines Burn Lounge, Mean
Street, Dispatch and the Hollywood monthly magazine Ingenue. He lives in California.
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Death in St. Petersburg
A Lady Emily Mystery
Tasha Alexander
When the body of a prima ballerina is discovered in the snow,
Lady Emily races through Saint Petersburg to solve the
murder, while a ghostly dancer appears to take the lost
ingenue's place.

FICTION / THRILLERS /
SUSPENSE
Minotaur Books | 7/24/2018
9781250146151 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250058287
Ebook ISBN: 9781250146168
Audio ISBN: 9781427290175
Audio ISBN: 9781427290182

After the final curtain of Swan Lake, an animated crowd exits the Mariinsky
theatre brimming with excitement from the night’s performance. But outside the
scene is somber. A ballerina’s body lies face down in the snow, blood splattered
like rose petals over the costume of the Swan Queen. The crowd is silenced by a
single cry— “Nemetseva is dead!”
Amongst the theatergoers is Lady Emily, accompanying her dashing husband
Colin in Russia on assignment from the Crown. But it soon becomes clear that
Colin isn’t the only one with work to do. When the dead ballerina’s aristocratic
lover comes begging for justice, Emily must apply her own set of skills to
discover the rising star’s murderer. Her investigation takes her on a dance across
the stage of Tsarist Russia, from the opulence of the Winter Palace, to the
modest flats of ex-ballerinas and the locked attics of political radicals. A
mysterious dancer in white follows closely behind, making waves through St.
Petersburg with her surprise performances and trail of red scarves. Is it the sweet
Katenka, Nemetseva’s childhood friend and favorite rival? The ghost of the
murdered étoile herself? Or, something even more sinister?

MARKETING

Online Publicity
Promotion on CriminalElement.com
Social Media Promotion
Author Website: TashaAlexander.com
Author Facebook:
Facebook.com/TashaAlexanderAuthor
Author Twitter: @talexander
Author Instagram: @tasha_alexander

PRAISE

"Interesting twists, a vivid setting, and engaging characters fill out a tale sure to
please historical mystery lovers.” —Publishers Weekly on A Terrible Beauty
“This long, delightful series featuring Lady Emily Hargreaves continues with the
lush detail, beautiful surroundings, sparkling personalities and the great mystery
readers have come to expect.” —RT Book Review Magazine, Top Pick on The
Adventuress

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
A Terrible Beauty: A Lady Emily Mystery
7/2017 | 9781250130181
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
The Adventuress: A Lady Emily Mystery
7/2016 | 9781250092090
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
The Counterfeit Heiress: A Lady Emily
Mystery
7/2015 | 9781250067432
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $18.50 Can.

"Tasha Alexander has created Victorian London's most colorful and delightfully
eccentric sleuth." —Jacqueline Winspear, New York Times bestselling author of the
Maisie Dobbs Series
TASHA ALEXANDER, the daughter of two philosophy professors, studied English Literature and
Medieval History at the University of Notre Dame. She and her husband, novelist Andrew Grant,
live on a ranch in southeastern Wyoming.
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Bless the Bride
A Molly Murphy Mystery
Rhys Bowen
Irish sleuth Molly Murphy is hired to find a girl on the run in
Chinatown only to find that the man who wanted her found has
been killed in Rhys Bowen's tenth in this award-winning series.

F I C T I O N / M YS T E RY &
D E T E C T I V E / H I S TO R I C A L
Minotaur Books | 7/3/2018
9781250182593 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 272 pages | Carton Qty: 32
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W

With Molly Murphy's wedding to NYPD Captain Daniel Sullivan approaching,
the Irish sleuth heads to the countryside where his mother advises her on a
bride's proper place. And shockingly, Molly seems to be agreeing. She has
already promised that she'll settle down after marrying, but that doesn't mean she
can't squeeze in one last case. A wealthy Chinese immigrant wants her to find
his missing bride, and Molly--sure she isn't getting the whole story--suspects that
his bride ran off. But where? The only Chinese women in early twentieth
century New York are kept under lock and key, and Molly can't help but wonder
if she saving the woman from the streets or locking her away for good.
With a deft touch and charming wit, Rhys Bowen adds another stellar mystery to
her acclaimed series.

Subrights: UK rights: Jane Rotrosen Agency
Translation rights: Jane Rotrosen Agency

PRAISE
Other Available Formats:
Mass Market ISBN: 9780312547455
Ebook ISBN: 9781429967396

Praise for Rhys Bowen
"Winning… The gutsy Molly, who's no prim Edwardian miss, will appeal to fans
of contemporary female detectives."—Publishers Weekly on The Last Illusion

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Library Marketing Campaign

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
The Last Illusion: A Molly Murphy Mystery
2/2018 | 9781250160522
Trade Paperback | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.

"This installment outshines the others…. Don't miss this great period puzzler
reminiscent of Dame Agatha's mysteries and Gillian Linscott's Nell Bray series."
—Booklist on In a Gilded Cage
Rhys Bowen is author of the Anthony and Agatha Award-winning Molly Murphy mysteries, the
Edgar Award-nominated Evan Evans series, and the Royal Spyness series. Born in England, she
lives in San Rafael, CA.

In a Gilded Cage: A Molly Murphy Mystery
11/2017 | 9781250145604
Trade Paperback | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Tell Me, Pretty Maiden: A Molly Murphy
Mystery
6/2017 | 9781250096203
Trade Paperback | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
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The Cake and the Rain
A Memoir
Jimmy Webb
Songwriter Jimmy Webb's snapshot of his life from 1955 to
1970, from simple and sere Oklahoma to fast and fantastical
Los Angeles.
Jimmy Webb’s words have been sung to his music by a rich and deep roster of
pop artists, including Glen Campbell, Art Garfunkel, Frank Sinatra, Donna
Summer and Linda Ronstadt.
B I O G R A P H Y & AU TO B I O G R A P H Y
/ COMPOSERS & MUSICIANS
St. Martin's Griffin | 7/31/2018
9781250187567 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 352 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Includes black-and-white photographs
throughout
Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: Vigliano Associates
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250058416
Ebook ISBN: 9781466862579

Webb was a preacher’s son whose father climbed off a tractor to receive his
epiphany, and Jimmy, barely out of his teen age years, sank down into the
driver’s seat of a Cobra to speed to Las Vegas to meet with Elvis. Classics such
as “Up, Up and Away”, “Wichita Lineman”, “Galveston”, and “MacArthur
Park” were all recorded by some of the most important voices in pop before
Webb’s twenty-fifth birthday: he thought it was easy.
The sixties were a supernova, and Webb was at their center, whipsawed from the
proverbial humble beginnings into a moneyed and manic international world of
beautiful women, drugs, cars and planes. That stew almost took him down—but
Webb survived, his passion for music among his lifelines.
The Cake and The Rain is a surprising and unusual book: Webb’s talent as a
writer and storyteller is here on every page.
PRAISE

"The Cake and the Rain is novelistic, perfectly plotted and quite possibly the best
pop-star autobiography yet written." - The Wall Street Journal
"I am devouring Jimmy Webb’s autobiography right now. The Cake and the Rain
takes me inside the life of the extraordinary, gifted friend of mine." - Art
Garfunkel
“During the late Sixties and early Seventies, Jimmy Webb was arguably the most
successful mainstream songwriter alive...At the heart [of The Cake and The Rain] is
his struggle to carve out his own identity as he lived a double life as a Middle
American fixture with countercultural artistic ambitions.” —Rolling Stone
JIMMY WEBB is a songwriter, composer, singer, and the author of Tunesmith: Inside the Art of
Songwriting. His songs have been recorded or performed by artists such as Frank Sinatra, Elvis
Presley, and Carly Simon. Webb is the only artist ever to have received Grammy Awards for music,
lyrics, and orchestration and was the youngest man ever inducted into the National Songwriters' Hall
of Fame. Webb is married to Laura Savini, a PBS host and television producer. He has five sons and
a daughter.
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A Warrior of the People
How Susan La Flesche Overcame Racial and Gender
Inequality to Become America's First Indian Doctor
Joe Starita
The poignant and moving biography of Susan La Flesche
Picotte, the first Native American doctor in U.S. history.
On March 14, 1889, Susan La Flesche received her medical degree—becoming
the first Native American doctor in U.S. history. She earned her degree
thirty-one years before women could vote and thirty-five years before Indians
could become citizens in their own country.

B I O G R A P H Y & AU TO B I O G R A P H Y
/ WOMEN
St. Martin's Griffin | 7/10/2018
9781250181312 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Plus one 8-page black-and-white photograph
insert
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250085344
Ebook ISBN: 9781250085351

MARKETING

Online Publicity
Promotion on TheHistoryReader.com
Blog Outreach
Organizational Outreach
Author Website: www.JoeStarita.com
Author on Facebook: /SusanLaFlesche/

By age twenty-six, this indomitable Indian woman became the doctor to her
tribe. Overnight, she acquired 1,244 patients scattered across 850 square miles of
rolling countryside with few roads, often desperately poor and desperately sick,
whose last hope was a young woman who spoke their language and knew their
customs.
This is the story of an Indian woman who effectively became the chief of an
entrenched patriarchal tribe, the story of a woman who crashed through thick
walls of ethnic, racial and gender prejudice, then spent the rest of her life using a
unique bi-cultural identity to improve the lot of her people—physically,
emotionally, politically, and spiritually. A Warrior of the People is the moving
biography of Susan La Flesche’s inspirational life, and it will finally shine a light
on her numerous accomplishments.
PRAISE

"Starita tells [La Flesche's] fascinating story with a skill that kept me turning the
pages."—Ian Frazier, author of On the Rez
"An important and riveting story."—Chicago Tribune
"A layered, nuanced portrait. Starita is a fine writer...and presents a layered
portrait. La Flesche’s story is moving and illuminating, and Starita has done it
justice."—Minneapolis Star Tribune
JOE STARITA was the New York Bureau Chief for Knight-Ridder newspapers and a veteran
investigative reporter for The Miami Herald. His stories have won more than two dozen awards, one
of which was a Pulitzer Prize finalist for local reporting. For the last nine years, he has held an
endowed chair at the University of Nebraska’s College of Journalism. The Dull Knifes of Pine Ridge
won the MPIBA Award and received a second Pulitzer nomination. He is also the author of “I am a
Man.”
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The Year's Best Science Fiction:
Thirty-Fifth Annual Collection
Edited by Gardner Dozois
The multiple Locus Award-winning annual collection of the
year's best science fiction stories.

FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION /
COLLECTIONS & ANTHOLOGIES
St. Martin's Griffin | 7/3/2018
9781250164629 | $40.00 / $52.00 Can.
Hardcover | 720 pages | Carton Qty: 12
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Trade Paperback ISBN: 9781250164636

In the new millennium, what secrets lay beyond the far reaches of the universe?
What mysteries belie the truths we once held to be self-evident? The world of
science fiction has long been a porthole into the realities of tomorrow, blurring
the line between life and art. Now, in The Year’s Best Science Fiction:
Thirty-Fifth Annual Collection, the very best SF authors explore ideas of a new
world. This venerable collection brings together award-winning authors and
masters of the field. With an extensive recommended reading guide and a
summation of the year in science fiction, this annual compilation has become the
definitive must-read anthology for all science fiction fans and readers interested
in breaking into the genre.
PRAISE

Praise for The Year’s Best Science Fiction: Thirty-Third Annual Collection:
“Another excellent and provocative annual anthology of the best in the field… A
particularly excellent and illuminating examination of the depth and breadth of
current science fiction.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review)

MARKETING

National Broadcast Publicity
National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Tor.com Promotion

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
The Year's Best Science Fiction: ThirtyFourth Annual Collection
7/2017 | 9781250119230
Hardcover | $40.00 / $56.00 Can.

“All stories gathered here, by such quality writers as Alastair Reynolds, Karl
Schroeder, and Nancy Kress, keep the light of superiority shining brightly through
all 700 pages... A highly valuable addition to all public library collections.”
—Booklist (starred review)
GARDNER DOZOIS has been working in the science fiction field for more than thirty years. For
twenty years he was the editor of Asimov’s Science Fiction, during which time he received the Hugo
Award for Best Editor fifteen times, Nebula Awards twice, and a World Fantasy Award. He has also
been inducted into the Science Fiction Hall of Fame and has received the Skylark Award for
Lifetime Achievement. He lives in Philadelphia, PA.

The Year's Best Science Fiction: Thirty-Third
Annual Collection
7/2016 | 9781250080837
Hardcover | $40.00 / $56.00 Can.
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How to Draw an Object
The Foolproof Method
Soizic Mouton
Learn to draw charming objects!
Filled with colorful illustrations and step-by-step explanations, How to Draw an
Object is a foolproof introduction to the art of sketching. Equal parts inspiration
and tutorial, the delightful drawings are sure to have even the shyest artists
reaching for a sketchbook.

ART / TECHNIQUES / DRAWING
St. Martin's Griffin | 7/31/2018
9781250170088 | $15.99 / $20.99 Can.
Paperback | 60 pages | Carton Qty: 38
11.5 in H | 8.5 in W
Includes color illustrations throughout
Subrights: Translation Rights: Fleurus Editions
UK Rights: St. Martin's Press

The book begins with simple explanations of drawing fundamentals—how to use
perspective and draw basic shapes like cubes, cylinders, and cones. From there
newly minted sketch artists will learn how to transform those simple components
into realistic drawings. A cylinder becomes a many layered wedding cake
festooned with frosting while a cone is transformed into a martini, a butterfly
net, or a sea shell. Soon readers will see that even the most complicated drawing
is really only a collection of basic shapes.
The book also includes a range of more specific tips and tricks, such as how to
mimic the drape of fabric when drawing clothes or add texture. How to Draw an
Object will give anyone who’s ever wanted to learn to draw the confidence to
pick up a pencil and begin!

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
How to Draw a Character: The Foolproof
Method
7/2018 | 9781250170064
Paperback | $15.99 / $20.99 Can.

Born in Nouméa in the South Pacific, SOIZIC MOUTON first lived in Vanuatu before joining the
École Estienne in Paris, where she studied applied arts and illustration. She went on to specialize in
film animation at the Gobelins visual arts school, and now works for animation studios, TV series,
feature films, and for kids’ books and magazines.
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How to Draw a Character
The Foolproof Method
Soizic Mouton
Learn to draw charming characters!
Filled with colorful illustrations and step-by-step explanations, How to Draw a
Character is a foolproof introduction to the art of sketching people. From babies
to grandmothers, cyclists to shoppers, How to Draw a Character gives readers
the skills to draw any kind of person in any setting. The easy tutorials break
down seemingly complicated drawings into simple components, so even
beginners will soon be drawing confidently.
ART / TECHNIQUES / DRAWING
St. Martin's Griffin | 7/31/2018
9781250170064 | $15.99 / $20.99 Can.
Paperback | 60 pages | Carton Qty: 38
11.5 in H | 8.5 in W
Includes color illustrations throughout
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: Fleurus Editions

MARKETING

The book begins with a handful of simple anatomical rules that lend life and
realism to the drawings. It goes on to explore all the essential aspects of figure
drawing, from capturing emotions to drawing your characters in motion. Equal
parts inspiration and tutorial, the charming drawings are sure to spark the
imagination. How to Draw a Character will give anyone who’s ever wanted to
learn to draw the confidence to pick up a pencil and begin!
Born in Nouméa in the South Pacific, SOIZIC MOUTON first lived in Vanuatu before joining the
École Estienne in Paris, where she studied applied arts and illustration. She went on to specialize in
film animation at the Gobelins visual arts school, and now works for animation studios, TV series,
feature films, and for kids’ books and magazines.

Online Publicity

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
How to Draw an Object: The Foolproof
Method
7/2018 | 9781250170088
Paperback | $15.99 / $20.99 Can.
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The Year's Best Science Fiction:
Thirty-Fifth Annual Collection
Edited by Gardner Dozois
The multiple Locus Award-winning annual collection of the
year's best science fiction stories.

FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION /
COLLECTIONS & ANTHOLOGIES
St. Martin's Griffin | 7/3/2018
9781250164636 | $22.99 / $29.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 720 pages
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250164629

In the new millennium, what secrets lay beyond the far reaches of the universe?
What mysteries belie the truths we once held to be self-evident? The world of
science fiction has long been a porthole into the realities of tomorrow, blurring
the line between life and art. Now, in The Year’s Best Science Fiction:
Thirty-Fifth Annual Collection, the very best SF authors explore ideas of a new
world. This venerable collection brings together award-winning authors and
masters of the field. With an extensive recommended reading guide and a
summation of the year in science fiction, this annual compilation has become the
definitive must-read anthology for all science fiction fans and readers interested
in breaking into the genre.
PRAISE

Praise for The Year’s Best Science Fiction: Thirty-Third Annual Collection:
“Another excellent and provocative annual anthology of the best in the field… A
particularly excellent and illuminating examination of the depth and breadth of
current science fiction.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review)

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
The Year's Best Science Fiction: ThirtyFourth Annual Collection
7/2017 | 9781250119247
Trade Paperback | $22.99 / $32.99 Can.
The Year's Best Science Fiction: Thirty-Third
Annual Collection
7/2016 | 9781250080844
Trade Paperback | $22.99 / $32.99 Can.

“All stories gathered here, by such quality writers as Alastair Reynolds, Karl
Schroeder, and Nancy Kress, keep the light of superiority shining brightly through
all 700 pages... A highly valuable addition to all public library collections.”
—Booklist (starred review)
GARDNER DOZOIS has been working in the science fiction field for more than thirty years. For
twenty years he was the editor of Asimov’s Science Fiction, during which time he received the Hugo
Award for Best Editor fifteen times, Nebula Awards twice, and a World Fantasy Award. He has also
been inducted into the Science Fiction Hall of Fame and has received the Skylark Award for
Lifetime Achievement. He lives in Philadelphia, PA.
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The Lost Order
A Novel
Steve Berry
The Lost Order continues renowned New York Times top 5
bestseller Steve Berry’s Cotton Malone series with another
riveting, history-based thriller.
The Knights of the Golden Circle was the largest and most dangerous
clandestine organization in American history. It amassed billions in stolen gold
and silver, all buried in caches across the United States. Since 1865 treasure
hunters have searched, but little of that immense wealth has ever been found.
FICTION / THRILLERS /
ESPIONAGE
St. Martin's Griffin | 8/28/2018
9781250141378 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 512 pages | Carton Qty: 16
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK rights: Writers House
Translation rights: Writers House
Other Available Formats:
Mass Market ISBN: 9781250058461
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250056252
Audio ISBN: 9781427282736
Ebook ISBN: 9781466862623

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Online Advertising
Email Marketing Campaign
Publicity & Marketing Promotion via
history-matters.org
Author Website: www.SteveBerry.org

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
The 14th Colony: A Novel
1/2017 | 9781250058454
Mass Market | $9.99 / $13.99 Can.
The 14th Colony: A Novel
9/2016 | 9781250113856
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
The Patriot Threat: A Novel
12/2015 | 9781250058447
Mass Market | $9.99 / $11.99 Can.

Now, 160 years later, two factions of what remains of the Knights of the Golden
Circle want that lost treasure—one to spend it for their own ends, the other to
preserve it.
Thrust into this battle is former Justice Department agent Cotton Malone, whose
connection to the knights is deeper than he ever imagined. At the center is the
Smithsonian Institution—linked to the knights, its treasure, and Malone himself
through an ancestor, a Confederate spy named Angus “Cotton” Adams, whose
story holds the key to everything. Complicating matters are the political
ambitions of a reckless Speaker of the House and the bitter widow of a United
States Senator, who are planning radical changes to the country. And while
Malone and Cassiopeia Vitt face the past, ex-president Danny Daniels and
Stephanie Nelle confront a new and unexpected challenge, a threat that may cost
one of them their life.
From the backrooms of the Smithsonian to the deepest woods in Arkansas, and
finally up into the mountains of New Mexico, The Lost Order is a perilous
adventure into our country’s dark past, and a potentially darker future.
PRAISE

“Steve Berry reminds us of how much fun a book can be with his superb The Lost
Order the latest and maybe best yet in the series featuring his seminal hero Cotton
Malone. He is a master of historical reinvention with a deft hand and keen eye.
The Lost Order is a found masterpiece of storytelling genius that is not to be
missed.” – Providence Journal
“The Lost Order Steve Berry’s latest Cotton Malone adventure, combines the
history of a secret society with a look inside the Smithsonian Institution — and it’s
terrific. Berry has written another gripping novel.” – Associated Press
STEVE BERRY is the New York Times and #1 internationally bestselling author of twelve Cotton
Malone novels and four standalones. He has 20 million books in print, translated into 40 languages.
With his wife, Elizabeth, he is the founder of History Matters, which is dedicated to historical
preservation. He serves on the Smithsonian Libraries Advisory Board and was a founding member
of International Thriller Writers, formerly serving as its co-president.
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Emma in the Night
Wendy Walker
From the bestselling author of All Is Not Forgotten, a thriller
about two missing sisters, a twisted family, and what happens
when one girl comes back...

FICTION / THRILLERS /
SUSPENSE
St. Martin's Griffin | 8/7/2018
9781250141422 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 20
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W

One night three years ago, the Tanner sisters disappeared: fifteen-year-old Cass
and seventeen-year-old Emma. Three years later, Cass returns, without her sister
Emma. Her story is one of kidnapping and betrayal, of a mysterious island
where the two were held. But to forensic psychiatrist Dr. Abby Winter,
something doesn't add up. Looking deep within this dysfunctional family Dr.
Winter uncovers a life where boundaries were violated and a narcissistic parent
held sway. And where one sister's return might just be the beginning of the
crime.
PRAISE

Praise for Emma In the Night:

Subrights: UK Rights: Wendy Sherman
Associates
Translation Rights: Wendy Sherman Associates

“Both twisted and twisty, this smart psychological thriller sets a new standard for
unreliable narrators.” —Booklist, starred review

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250141439
Ebook ISBN: 9781250141446
Audio ISBN: 9781427289308
Audio ISBN: 9781427289315

“Explores the bond between sisters and family dynamics that give new meaning to
the term ‘dysfunctional.’ This thriller aims right for the heart and never lets go.”
—Kirkus Reviews

MARKETING

"In this searing psychological thriller...Walker's portrayal of the ways in which a
narcissistic, self-involved mother can affect her children deepens the plot as it
builds to a shocking finale." –Publishers Weekly, starred review

Online Publicity

A L S O AVA I L A B L E

WENDY WALKER has worked as an attorney specializing in family law. Her novels include Four
Wives, Social Lives, and All is Not Forgotten. She lives in Connecticut where she is at work on her
next novel.

All Is Not Forgotten: A Novel
7/2017 | 9781250097934
Trade Paperback | $16.99 / $23.99 Can.
Social Lives: A Novel
11/2010 | 9780312378172
Trade Paperback | $22.99 / $32.99 Can.
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The New York Times Mini
Crosswords: 150 Easy Fun-Sized
Puzzles
Mini Crosswords Volume 3
Joel Fagliano; Introduction by Will Shortz
The next in the highly anticipated new series of New York
Times mini crossword puzzles
GAMES & ACTIVITIES /
CROSSWORDS
St. Martin's Griffin | 8/7/2018
9781250181817 | $9.99 / $12.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 224 pages | Carton Qty: 78
6 in H | 4.8 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press

Only got a minute of free time? That's all you need to complete a New York
Times mini crossword puzzle! Conveniently pint-sized and easy to solve, these
charming minis are too cute for any puzzler to resist.
- 150 easy mini puzzles
- Portable size for on-the-go solving
- Timely pop-culture references and wordplay
JOEL FAGLIANO is the digital puzzles editor at The New York Times. He also works as the assistant
to Will Shortz on the print puzzles. He's a 2014 graduate of Pomona College, with a major in
Linguistics and Cognitive Science. Joel lives in New York City.
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The New York Times Super
Sunday Crosswords Volume 2
50 Sunday Puzzles
Edited by Will Shortz
The next in our new series of New York Times Sunday
crosswords: bigger and better!

GAMES & ACTIVITIES /
CROSSWORDS
St. Martin's Griffin | 8/21/2018
9781250181831 | $11.99 / $15.99 Can.
Spiral Bound | 64 pages | Carton Qty: 80
11 in H | 8.5 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press

The Sunday New York Times crossword has been a beloved fixture for
seventy-five years. It’s America’s favorite—and most famous—crossword
puzzle. Now the extra-large Sunday puzzles are bigger and better: easier on the
eyes for stress-free solving!
- 50 New York Times Sunday crosswords edited by Puzzlemaster Will Shortz
- Bold new series cover design
- Covered spiral binding for easy, stay-flat solving
WILL SHORTZ, puzzle editor of The New York Times since 1993, also founded and directs the
annual American Crossword Puzzle Tournament and the World Puzzle Championship. He is the
Puzzlemaster for NPR’s “Weekend Edition Sunday.” Shortz lives in Pleasantville, New York.

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Online Promotion with the New York
Times
Author Website: willshortz.com
Active on Facebook:
facebook.com/NewYorkTimesCrosswordPu
(7400 followers)
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The Best of Adam Sharp
A Novel
Graeme Simsion
From the bestselling author of The Rosie Project, a romantic
novel about true love, second chances, and decades of great
music.
Two decades ago, Adam Sharp’s piano playing led him into a passionate
relationship with Angelina Brown, an intelligent and strong-willed actress. They
had a chance at something more—but Adam didn’t take it.

FICTION / HUMOROUS
St. Martin's Griffin | 8/21/2018
9781250130419 | $16.99
Trade Paperback | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 28
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: InkWell Management
Translation Rights: InkWell Management
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250130402
Ebook ISBN: 9781250130426
Audio ISBN: 9781427286253
Audio ISBN: 9781427286246

Now, on the cusp of turning fifty, Adam likes his life. He’s happy with his
partner Claire, he excels in music trivia at quiz night at the local pub, he looks
after his mother, and he does the occasional consulting job in IT. But he can
never quite shake off his nostalgia for what might have been.
And then, out of nowhere, from the other side of the world, Angelina gets in
touch. What does she want? Does Adam dare to live dangerously?
Set to the soundtrack of our lives, The Best of Adam Sharp follows along with
emotion and humor as one man looks back on his past and decides if having a
second chance is worth the risk.
PRAISE

"Readers are already clamoring." —Library Journal
MARKETING

Online Publicity
Book Club Outreach
Discussion Guide Available Online
Reading Group Gold Selection
Email Marketing Campaign
Author Website:
http://graemesimsion.com/
Active On Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com
/GraemeSimsionAuthor (15,540 followers)
Active on Twitter: https://twitter.com
/graemesimsion (7,535 followers)

"This dazzling story about a former pianist who has a second chance in midlife
with his former actress flame will do some major heart-warming this Spring —
and readers will never foresee the incredible ending." —POPSUGAR
It's a fun sweet ride." —The Washington Post
GRAEME SIMSION is a former IT consultant and the author of two nonfiction books on database
design who decided, at the age of fifty, to turn his hand to fiction. His first novel, The Rosie Project,
was published in 2013 and translation rights have been sold in over thirty-five languages. Graeme
lives in Australia with his wife, Anne, and their two children.
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Not Her Daughter
Rea Frey
A compelling, gripping, emotionally resonate novel about what
it means to be a mother--and how far she will go to keep her
daughter safe.
Emma Grace Townsend. Five Years Old. Brown Eyes. Brown Hair.
Missing since June.
Emma Townsend is a lonely girl. Living in her broken house, with her cruel
mother and clueless father, Emma retreats into her own world of quiet and
solitude. Which only pushes her mother to her limits even more.

F I C T I O N / C O N T E M P O R A RY
WOMEN
St. Martin's Griffin | 8/14/2018
9781250166425 | $15.99 / $20.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 368 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Audio ISBN: 9781427298591

MARKETING

National Print Publicity
Online Publicity
Book Club Outreach
Email Marketing Campaign
Early Reader Review Campaign
NetGalley Outreach
Social Media Campaign
Author Website: www.reafrey.com
Author Facebook: Facebook.com/reafrey

Sarah Walker. Successful Business Owner. Broken-hearted by her ex of ten years.
Kidnapper.
Sarah had never seen a girl so precious as the brown-eyed child in a crowded
airport terminal—and when a second-chance encounter with Emma presents
itself, Sarah takes her. But if it’s to keep a little girl away from her damaging
mother, is kidnapping wrong?
Amy Townsend. Unhappy wife. Unfit mother.Unsure she wants her daughter
back.

Amy’s life is a string of disappointments, but her biggest problem of all has
always been Emma. Try as she might, she’s never been able to connect with her
the way a mother and daughter are supposed to.

As Sarah and Emma go on the run to avoid the nationwide hunt for Emma, they
form a bond akin to parent and child, showing Emma the true power of a
mother’s love. But her real mother is at home, waiting for her to return—and the
longer the search for Emma continues, Amy is forced to question if she really
wants her back.
Emotionally powerful and wire-taught, Not Her Daughter raises the question of
what it means to be a mother—and how far will she go to keep her daughter
safe?
Rea Frey is an award-winning author of four nonfiction books. She lives in Nashville with her
husband and daughter. NOT HER DAUGHTER is her debut novel. Read more at reafrey.com.
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Incendiary
The Psychiatrist, the Mad Bomber, and the Invention of
Criminal Profiling
Michael Cannell
Long before the specter of terrorism haunted the public
imagination, a serial bomber stalked 1950s New York. The race
to catch him would give birth to a new science called criminal
profiling.

H I S TO RY / U N I T E D S TAT E S /
2 0 T H C E N T U RY
Minotaur Books | 8/21/2018
9781250182364 | $17.99 / $23.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 28
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Plus one 8-page black-and-white photograph
insert
Subrights: UK Rights: Joy Harris Literary Agency
Translation Rights: Joy Harris Literary Agency
Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781250048936
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250048943
Audio ISBN: 9781427285959
Audio ISBN: 9781427285966

Grand Central, Penn Station, Radio City Music Hall—for almost two decades,
no place was safe from the man who signed his anonymous letters “FP” and left
his lethal devices in phone booths, storage lockers, even tucked into the plush
seats of movie theaters. His victims were left cruelly maimed. Tabloids called
him “the greatest individual menace New York City ever faced.”
In desperation, Police Captain Howard Finney sought the help of a little known
psychiatrist, Dr. James Brussel, whose expertise was the criminal mind.
Examining crime scene evidence and the strange wording in the bomber’s
letters, he compiled a portrait of the suspect down to the cut of his jacket. But
how to put a name to the description? Seymour Berkson—a handsome New
York socialite, protégé of William Randolph Hearst, and publisher of the tabloid
The Journal-American—joined in pursuit of the Mad Bomber. The three men
hatched a brilliant scheme to catch him at his own game. Together, they would
capture a monster and change the face of American law enforcement.
PRAISE

MARKETING

New in Paperback Mentions
Social Media Promotion
Online Publicity
Book Club Outreach
Criminal Element Promotion
Author Facebook: /AuthorMichaelCannell

“A gripping retelling of the search for the schizophrenic toxic avenger who nursed
a decades-long grievance against his former employer, Consolidated Edison, by
terrorizing the city. . . . Riveting TV-paced chapters with a novel twist.” —New
York Times
“Cannell reveals how a serial bomber on the loose in 1950s New York City drove a
baffled police chief to seek the aid of a psychiatrist—which led to the birth of what
we now call criminal profiling.” —Entertainment Weekly, “Best New Books”
“Much of Incendiary’s explosive power comes from Cannell’s writing . . . with
crisp yet compelling prose, Cannell takes readers back to mid-century New York,
w...
MICHAEL CANNELL is the author of The Limit: Life and Death on the 1961 Grand Prix Circuit
and I.M. Pei: Mandarin of Modernism. He was editor for the New York Times for seven years and
has written for The New Yorker, The New York Times Magazine, Sports Illustrated, and many other
publications. He lives in New York City.
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4th and Goal Every Day
Alabama's Relentless Pursuit of Perfection
Phil Savage and Ray Glier
Alabama has won 4 national titles in 8 seasons. Fans want to
know, “How does Alabama do it?”
With a Preface by Alabama Football Coach Nick Saban and a Foreword by
ESPN's College Gameday Host Rece Davis.

S P O R T S & R E C R E AT I O N /
F O OT B A L L
St. Martin's Griffin | 8/28/2018
9781250178183 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 336 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Phil Savage and Ray Glier
Translation Rights: Phil Savage and Ray Glier
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250130808
Ebook ISBN: 9781250130815

MARKETING

Online Publicity
New in Paperback Mentions
Social Media Promotion
Book Club Outreach
Author Twitter: /SeniorBowlPhil

Phil Savage first worked with Nick Saban when they both joined the Cleveland
Browns’ coaching staff in 1991. They were reunited in 2009 when Savage
became part of the Crimson Tide Sports Network as the radio color analyst.
Since then, Savage has enjoyed an up-close view of the Alabama program’s
dedication to recruiting, its commitment to practice, and devotion to
fundamentals.
Now comes his 360-degree perspective on Alabama football and Coach Nick
Saban’s unique coaching style, a style that has led the Crimson Tide to five
Southeastern Conference titles, three consecutive College Football Playoff
appearances and four national championships.
Savage details Coach Saban’s year-round preparation, his willingness to adjust
and his belief in “complimentary football.” The book offers a close look at their
player development and practice habits and gives a glimpse of the Crimson
Tide’s approach of playing every single down like it’s 4th and goal.
You won’t find another person who can intelligently discuss Alabama football in
public better than Phil Savage. Together with Ray Glier, this in-depth story
chronicles how the Crimson Tide re-emerged as one of the true superpowers in
college football.
PRAISE

"Fans of college football generally and Alabama in particular will especially value
the book." —Kirkus Reviews
"A distinctly original approach to understanding not only Saban’s Crimson Tide
team but Belichick’s coaching mind-set as well." —Library Journal
PHIL SAVAGE is the executive director of the Reese’s Senior Bowl and is the former GM of the
Cleveland Browns. He served as a Front Office Insider for ESPN and is currently an analyst for
SiriusXM’s College Sports Nation and NFL channels. RAY GLIER is a journalist who contributes to
USA TODAY and The New York Times, among other publications. He has worked on books with top
college football coaches and is the author of How the SEC Became Goliath.
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My Mother's Kitchen
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner, and the Meaning of Life
Peter Gethers
A funny, moving memoir about a son’s discovery that his
mother has a genius for understanding the intimate
connections between cooking, people and love

B I O G R A P H Y & AU TO B I O G R A P H Y
/ PERSONAL MEMOIRS
St. Martin's Griffin | 8/14/2018
9781250180582 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Includes 34 black-and-white photographs
throughout
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9780805093308
Ebook ISBN: 9781250120656

MARKETING

Online Publicity
Email Marketing Campaign
Social Media Campaign
Active On Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com
/PeterGethersAuthor
Active on Twitter: https://twitter.com
/pgethers

Peter Gethers wants to give his aging mother a very personal and perhaps final
gift: a spectacular feast featuring all her favorite dishes. The problem is,
although he was raised to love food and wine he doesn’t really know how to
cook. So he embarks upon an often hilarious and always touching culinary
journey that will ultimately allow him to bring his mother’s friends and loved
ones to the table one last time.
The daughter of a restaurateur—the restaurant was New York’s legendary
Ratner’s—Judy Gethers discovered a passion for cooking in her 50s. In time, she
became a mentor and friend to several of the most famous chefs in America,
including Wolfgang Puck, Nancy Silverton and Jonathan Waxman; she also
wrote many cookbooks and taught cooking alongside Julia Child. In her 80s, she
was robbed of her ability to cook by a debilitating stroke. But illness has brought
her closer than ever to her son: Peter regularly visits her so they can share meals,
and he can ask questions about her colorful past, while learning her kitchen
secrets. Gradually his ambition becomes manifest: he decides to learn how to
cook his mother the meal of her dreams and thereby tell the story of her life to
all those who have loved her.
With his trademark wit and knowing eye, Peter Gethers has written an
unforgettable memoir about how food and family can do much more than feed
us—they can nourish our souls.
Peter Gethers is an author, screenwriter, playwright, book editor, and film and television producer.
His eleven previous books include The Cat Who Went to Paris, the first in a bestselling trilogy about
his extraordinary cat, Norton. He is also the cocreator and coproducer of the hit off-Broadway play
Old Jews Telling Jokes. He lives in New York City, Sag Harbor, New York, and, whenever possible,
Sicily.
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Ararat
A Novel
Christopher Golden
NYT bestselling author Christopher Golden’s supernatural
thriller about a mountain adventure that quickly turns into a
horrific nightmare of biblical proportions.
Christopher Golden’s Ararat is the heart-pounding tale of an adventure that goes
wrong…on a biblical scale. When an earthquake reveals a secret cave hidden
inside Mount Ararat in Turkey, a daring, newly-engaged couple are determined
to be the first ones inside…and what they discover will change everything.

FICTION / THRILLERS /
S U P E R N AT U R A L
St. Martin's Griffin | 8/21/2018
9781250181343 | $16.99 / $22.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 28
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Subrights: UK Rights: Howard Morhaim Literary
Agency
Translation Rights: Howard Morhaim Literary
Agency

The cave is actually an ancient, buried ship that many quickly come to believe is
really Noah’s Ark. When a team of scholars, archaeologists, and filmmakers
make it inside the ark, they discover an elaborate coffin in its recesses. Inside the
coffin they find an ugly, misshapen cadaver—not the holy man they expected,
but a hideous creature with horns. Shock and fear turn to horror when a massive
blizzard blows in, trapping them thousands of meters up the side of a remote
mountain. All they can do is pray for safety. But something wicked is listening
to their prayers…and it wants to answer.
PRAISE

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250117052
Ebook ISBN: 9781250117069

"With shades of The Thing and The Exorcist, Golden puts it all together with
tremendous skill and a gleeful relish." —FinancialTimes.com

MARKETING

"If Ararat is a standalone novel, it is a missed opportunity to further capture an
audience that is now at attention." —NYJournalofBooks.com

New in Paperback Mentions
Social Media Promotion
Online Publicity
Book Club Outreach
Author Facebook:
/ChristopherGoldenAuthor
Author Twitter: @ChristophGolden

CHRISTOPHER GOLDEN is the New York Times bestselling author of Snowblind, Dead Ringers,
Tin Men, and Of Saints and Shadows, among many other novels. With Mike Mignola, he is the
co-creator of two cult favorite comic book series, Baltimore and Joe Golem: Occult Detective.
Golden is also the editor of such anthologies as Seize the Night, The New Dead, and Dark Cities, and
the co-host of the popular podcast Three Guys with Beards. He lives in Massachusetts.

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
Dead Ringers: A Novel
12/2016 | 9781250097255
Mass Market | $9.99 / $13.99 Can.
Sons of Anarchy: Bratva
11/2015 | 9781250076953
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $18.50 Can.
Snowblind: A Novel
11/2014 | 9781250057877
Mass Market | $9.99 / $11.99 Can.
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Snakes! Guillotines!
Electric Chairs!
My Adventures in The Alice Cooper Group
Dennis Dunaway and Chris Hodenfield
A hair-raising backstage memoir of the Alice Cooper group,
from the bassist and co-songwriter, co-written by the journalist
who first covered the band for Rolling Stone.
As the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame says: "Before the world heard of KISS, the
New York Dolls, Marilyn Manson or Ozzy Osbourne, there was Alice Cooper,
the original shock-rock band."
B I O G R A P H Y & AU TO B I O G R A P H Y
/ COMPOSERS & MUSICIANS
A Thomas Dunne Book for St. Martin's Griffin
| 8/14/2018
9781250181725 | $17.99 / $23.50 Can.
Trade Paperback | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.4 in W
Plus one 8-page black-and-white photograph
insert
Subrights: UK Rights: St. Martin's Press
Translation Rights: St. Martin's Press
Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9781250048080
Ebook ISBN: 9781466848405

MARKETING

Online Publicity

When Alice Cooper became the stuff of legend in the early ‘70s, their shows
were monuments of fun and invention. Riding on a string of hits like "I'm 18"
and "School's Out," they became America's highest-grossing act, producing four
platinum albums and hitting number one on the U.S. and U.K. charts with
Billion Dollar Babies in 1973. Their utterly original performance style and look,
known as Shock Rock, was swiftly copied by countless bands. Dennis Dunaway,
the bassist and co-songwriter for the band, tells a story just as over-the-top crazy
as their (in)famous shows.
As teenagers in Phoenix, Dennis Dunaway and lead singer Vince Furnier, who
would later change his name to Alice Cooper, formed a hard-knuckles band that
played prisons, cowboy bars and teen clubs. Their journey took them from
Hollywood to the ferocious Detroit music scene, along the way adding new
dimensions of rock theater. From struggling for recognition to topping the charts,
the Alice Cooper group was entertaining, outrageous, and one-of-a-kind.
Snakes! Guillotines! Electric Chairs! is the riveting account of the band's
creation in the ‘60s, strange glory in the ‘70s, and the legendary characters they
met along the way.
PRAISE

“I still consider Dennis Dunaway to be one of my best friends. Dennis is one of the
few true surrealists that I've ever met….This book carries on in Dennis' own
private surrealistic world.” —Alice Cooper
“If you think you've heard all the Alice Cooper stories, think again...Though Alice
was the iconic face of the band, Dunaway was the brains behind many of their
best-known songs...Without Dunaway, the group's now-legendary look and sound
would have been vastly different.” —Village Voice
DENNIS DUNAWAY was the bass player, lead songwriter, and theatrical conceptionalist of Alice
Cooper and was inducted in the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 2011. CHRIS HODENFIELD was a
staff writer at Rolling Stone magazine for 12 years. He currently writes about automobiles for a
number of publications. Hodenfield and his family of five live in Connecticut.
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Improper Cross-Stitch
Haley Pierson-Cox
A fun, witty, nerdy, and irreverent craft book for the modern
cross-stitcher.

CRAFTS & HOBBIES /
N E E D L E W O R K / C R O S S - S T I TC H
St. Martin's Griffin | 8/7/2018
9781250088987 | $19.99 / $25.99 Can.
Hardcover | 128 pages | Carton Qty: 34
8 in H | 8 in W
Includes 50 color photographs, 35 patterns, and
16 instructional graphics
Subrights: UK: St. Martin's Press
Translation: St. Martin's Press

Sometimes it's good to be a little..improper. Profane, funny, and smart, Haley
Pierson-Cox's THE IMPROPER CROSS STITCH invites the modern crafter to
bring personality and humor to their cross stitch projects. From a fully designed
"Damn it feels good to be a crafter" to the beautiful Art Deco inspired "fuck,"
Haley's patterns are fresh, lively and just what the crafter ordered.
In this book, she'll introduce readers to the joys of stitching the naughty, the
profane, the irreverent, and the just plain awesome. First, she starts with a basic
lesson in cross-stitch technique, no previous experience required. Then, once
readers know your way around an embroidery hoop and a skein of floss, the
books moves on to the designs—35 in total, ranging from hip, to nerdy, to
ironically domestic—where Haley encourages crafters to embrace their inner
snark with gleeful abandon.

MARKETING

Online Publicity
Online Promotion
Craft Blog Outreach
Early Finished Copy Giveaways
Author Facebook:
facebook.com/redhandledscissors
Author Website: redhandledscissors.com

Her easy to follow instructions and colorful designs can make a cross stitcher
out of anyone. In all her years of crafting, Haley's learned many things, but this
simple fact remains one of the most important: There is absolutely nothing in
this world quite so satisfying as enshrining something deeply inappropriate
within the delicate stitches of a cross-stitch sampler. It's truly one of life's great
delights!
HALEY PIERSON-COX is a designer and craft writer with a focus on fabric and fiber crafts,
including sewing, needlework, knitting, crochet, and geek crafts. Her hobbies include organizing
things, speaking to her cat as though he’s a person, and mining the pages old books for antique
expletives. Find her online at redhandledscissors.com for craft tutorials and printable patterns, along
with a healthy dose of gleeful snark.
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The American Heiress
A Novel
Daisy Goodwin
In the delicious and sophisticated style of Edith Wharton and
Jane Austen..."A wonderful, guilty pleasure of a read..."*
*AMANDA FOREMAN, AUTHOR OF THE NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER, GEORGIANA, DUC...

F I C T I O N / H I S TO R I C A L
St. Martin's Griffin | 1/2/2018
9781250190222 | $9.99 / $9.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 464 pages
5.5 in W | 8.3 in H
Other Available Formats:
Mass Market ISBN: 9781250068347
Trade Paperback ISBN: 9780312658663
Audio ISBN: 9781427212290
Ebook ISBN: 9781429987080

MARKETING

• Author Appearance at ALA
• National Broadcast Publicity

Be careful what you wish for. Traveling abroad with her mother at the turn of
the twentieth century to seek a titled husband, beautiful, vivacious Cora Cash,
whose family mansion in Newport dwarfs the Vanderbilts', suddenly finds
herself Duchess of Wareham, married to Ivo, the most eligible bachelor in
England. Nothing is quite as it seems, however: Ivo is withdrawn and secretive,
and the English social scene is full of traps and betrayals. Money, Cora soon
learns, cannot buy everything, as she must decide what is truly worth the price in
her life and her marriage.
Witty, moving, and brilliantly entertaining, Cora's story marks the debut of a
glorious storyteller who brings a fresh new spirit to the world of Edith Wharton
and Henry James.
"For daughters of the new American billionaires of the 19th century, it was the
ultimate deal: marriage to a cash-strapped British Aristocrat in return for a title
and social status. But money didn't always buy them happiness." —DAISY
GOODWIN IN THE DAILY MAIL

• National Print Publicity
• Early Buzz Campaign incl. Pre-pub
Advertising
PRAISE
• National Print Advertising
• Online Advertising and Promotion
Campaign
• Advance Readers' Editions
• IndieBound Campaign
• Early Reviewer Campaign
• BookReporter.com Campaign
• Promotion on
SheLovesHotReads.com
• Social Networking Campaign

Advance Praise for The American Heiress:
"Deliciously classy. A story that gallops along, full of exquisite period detail."
—KATE MOSSE, AUTHOR OF THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLERS
LABYRINTH AND SEPULCHRE
"The detailing is beautiful, the great phalanx of historical characters amusing, and
the relief of reading a novel that puts enjoyment first, so rare and gratifying that I
am ready for a sequel." —*AMANDA FOREMAN, AUTHOR OF THE NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLER, GEORGIANA, DUCHESS OF DEVONSHIRE,
WINNER OF THE WHITBREAD PRIZE FOR BIOGRAPHY
"I was seduced by this book, rather as Cora was seduced by her duke: with great
skill and confidence. Intriguing, at...

• A Read-it-First.com Selection
• Email Marketing Campaign
• Library Marketing

DAISY GOODWIN, a Harkness scholar who attended Columbia University's film school after
earning a degree in history at Cambridge University, is a leading television producer in the U.K. Her
poetry anthologies including 101 Poems That Could Save Your Life have introduced many new
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